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POSTOFFICE

Official Paper of U. S. Land Office

.

IS

TO

STREET
The" post office location hat been
decidod upon. J. H. Barry'i proposal
.to erect a building for the purpose
wag recently accepted. The new post
office will be located just south of the
new Lyceum Theatre building and
will be constructed by Mr. Barry on
lota he owna there. The contract has
already been let for a structure 60
by 140 feet, one half of it to be used
by Uncle Sam and the other to be a
tore building.
Both buildings will
have basements and will be steam
heated. Mr. Barry informed the
Ncwi man this week that the building
would be especially constructed with
the idea in view of giving the post
office proper light and heat. It will
furnish much more room than it used
now and willfo doubt be ereutlv an
predated by the post office workers
as well at patrons at there it not near
enough room in the present location
The leaae on the present buildinc ex
pirei next March and it la dunned tn
have the new building completed by
that time.

BMHH

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
RENTS OFFICE ROOM
The Chamber of Commerce has
rented the room next door to Denhof
Jewelry Company and will have offices there. It is bIbo planned tj háve
a ladies' rest room there. No secretary has yet been employed and it is
going to be a hard matter to accomplish much along the line of constructive work until a man is named to
tuke charge of the boosting end of
the organization.
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
SELLS FOR 18 CENTS
A POUND IN CHICAGO

f 1.50

FOREIGN AGITATORS
TAXING PATIENCE OF
AMERICAN CITIZENS

HINES IS ANXIOUS TO
STAVE OFF WAGE
JUMP UNTIL RELIEVED

Buffalo, N. Y., Nov.
12
The
American people are growing inpatient with foreign agitators and unless their attitude Changes, the door
that has always been open to Europe
may be shut, Herbert Hoover declared here today in an address at
the convention of Americans of Polish ancestry.
"Many foolish ideas are being circulated among the foreign-borpopulation of the United States," Mr.
Hoover said. "Many of these for
n
are interesting themselves
in the destruction of our primary In
stitutions and defiance of our laws
The American people are fast losing
patience with this attitude. It may
develop out of this that the "onen
uuor towarus fcuroDe w
hp. in a
large measure, closed.
But worse
than this, there may develop out of
it a prejudice against every speaker
oi a loreign language in the United
States. It creates preludien atrnimt
extending aid to those countries in
Europe from which our foreign-borpopulations spring."
"Any needed reforms in the Uni
ted States" he asserted, would be
"carried out by those whose parents
have grown up amid our Instutions
and those who have become In sentiment and spirit, a part of our pe-pie."

Washington, Nov. 11. After a four- hour conference today agreement be
tween the railroad administration
and the foúr railroad brotherhood
leaders, apparently was as far away
tonignt as at any time since the
brotherhood demands for time and a
half overtime in road service and re
vision or working conditions were
laid before Director General Hines
several months aaro.
Conferring with the director sren
eral were Timothy Shea, president of
tne nrenien and enginemen: L. E.
Shapperd, president of tha conduct
ors; W. G. Lee. president of the
trainmen, and J. ,1. Corrigan, acting
ior w. w. Mone, president of the en
gineers. When the meeting adjourn
en ii was stated that the session
would be resumed tomorrow.
While union leaders were under.
stood to be insistent in their demands
it was indicated that all discussions
were amicable. The brotherhood men
wore said to realize the force nf n
rector General Hines' argument that
he could make no agreement whieh
would further increase pay because
or tne short time before the termina
tion of federal control.

n

eign-bor-

Chicago, Nov. 11. Porterhouse
steak sold for 18 cents a pound here
today in the four meat market
tablished by striking butchers who'
.
.
.
uvHiaiiuiiiir
union wage oi I4u
weekly.. The markets were opened.
union officials said, to prove that the
RUMORED ANOTHER
master butchers ara profiteering.
CETTIN' WINTER TIME
TRAIN WILL BE PUT
The striking butchers In one market
operated by them said they made a
ON BY SANTA FE
The coldest weather of the season
came Tuesday night when the mer clear profit of 1547 on Saturday's
SERIOUS OPERATION
sales alone.
Reports in railroad circles, which
cury registered
15 degrees ubove
up to the present are without
nv
ero. On Wednesday night it regis-- t
Mrs. M. A. Barker underwent a
confirmation, are to the effect that
rcd 16 degrees.
serious operation on last Sunday
trains Nos. 21 and 22 over the Belen
night but is getting along nicely.
cutoff, which were discontinued dur.
ROADS TO BE RETURNED
She has been suffering from a dis
TO OWNERS JANUARY lit
'
f,
made, these train.
!
CELEBRATED III CLOVIS and
removed
operation will take the place of
the present
A Washington dispatch quotes Walshe underwent.
os. 117 and 118. which are local
ker D. Hines, Director of the
trains, Nos. 21 and 22 being through
JOE KLASNER HERE
as suying that President Wil-rimail trains.
Armistice Day was fittingly cele
it determined to return the railbruted in Clovis Tuesday. Tho bus!
According to reports, this change
Joe Klnsncr of Roswell was in Cloroads to their owners on January 1st,
ness houses closed and the dav was
vis for two or three days the latter is to be made in the near future, if
1020, even if Congress does not comgenerally observed
In the forenoon part
of last week. Mr. Klasner was at all, some weight being given to
plete its action on pending legislation
the school children all marched down
formerly with the Santa Fe and mnde the report due to the fact that a new
before thtt date.
Main street and back to the schools
his home here hut is now with the time card is now being worked out
So emphatic
was Mr. Hines In and
suitable programs were rendered.
and is expected to contain the new
sneaking of the President's plans that
State Highway Department.
At the Lyceum Theatre an appro
arrangement. This time card may be
arrangements are to be made for the
priate address was made by Rev.
ready and go into effect December
enactment of temporary legislation
WILL MOVE TO ROSWELL
Freeman of the Methodist church.
1st. This, and the fect that passenby Congress to tide over the roads unArmistice Day was declared a state
ger traffic over tho main line of th
til a comprehensive permanent meas
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Honea will leave
holiday by the governor of New Mex
Santa Fe is f such a volume that
,ure can be agreed to by both Houses. ico
and was generally observed over the latter part of the week for Ros- regular trains are being run in two
Tho. need for this temporary railthe state. It will no doubt be made well, where they plan to make their and three sections, tho reinstatement
road reflation is so great that it is
.,
a National holiday soon and will be home. Mr. Honea will be emnloved Io lmBC lrain DV" mo
cutoir would
planned to have the matter taken up
come a day fittingly observed over with the Mountain States Telephone greatly relieve the pre'ent situation.
ty the Senate as soon as tho Peace the
Company
there.
entire nation in years to come.
Albuquerque Herald.
Treaty is out of the wsy and to keep
n

...

...

IZ

r"!

Rail-roud-

.

the Senate at work

on the bill until
it is disposed of. This may mean that
Congress will not take a vacation between the special and regular session.
The temporary measure will, it Is
said, deal mainly with railroad finances and rates, the questions of a
new transportation board, adjustment of labor troubles, regulation of
vater carri. rs, funding of the amount
invested by the Government in equipment, and other miscellaneous matters being left for disposition luter
in connection with permanent legislation.
While Mr. Hines did not undertake
to say Just what Congress should do
about the matter, he pave warning of
the fact that the president is determined that there ohall he no deluy in
returning tho roads. Plans have, he
suid, already been agreed upon with
'the railroads for the lines but, ho
stated, some temporary legislation is
'essential.

120 acres good whent for sale at
about what It will make and the land
on which it is growing THROWN IN
FREE. This is a very fine tract of
land, 4 miles north of Clovis and will
be all right to raise wheat on again
after this crop is harvested and sold.
Pay part down ahd balance when
Reagan Land
wheat Is harvested.
and Cattle Co.
It
'

'

WILSON OUT OF BED

4
4
4
4
4
4

.

Washington, Nov. 11. Presi- dent Wilson was permitted to
sit up for an hour Tuesday, the
first time he has been out of bed
since he returned from his inter- rupted western tour six weeks
ago.
The president was placed in a
wheel chair and was wheeled
slowly around the top floor of
the White House.
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WATCHING NEW MEXICO

PICE

OF WALES
The following sitíele is of more
than passing importance
as it was taken from the Western Oil
111
Derrick, a responsible oil paper published in Oklahoma City. It says:
Oil has been found in New Mex
ico. Cow men searching'Tor water in
Washington, Nov. 11. With a simshallow wells found oil in substantial plicity in keeping with ideals of dequul'ti.-s- .
A4 this happened several mocracy, Edward,
Prince of Wales,
years ago and attracted little atten was welcomed to Washington Tucs-dn- y
tion.
and became a guest of the
"But conditions changed.
Owing partly to the illness of
The
world clamored for more oii, and President Wilson, which
prevented
seoutn looked nroind for new fields. his personal participation, the recep
Geologists made extensive surveys of tion ceremonies on the
arrival of the
western states. New oil fields were nrinre were very informal, although
discovered, mostly in Texas.
The Vice President Marshall, members of
scouts moved on. Men of science the cabinet and high officers
of the
looked over the ground, ninde more army and nnvy stood in
a drizzling
reports, and the world awakened one roin at the station to zreet the dis
fine morning to learn thut the great tinguished visitor. The more
formal
oil corporations had leaped many mil- welcome wns extended
Tuesday night
lions of acres in New Mexico, the by Mr. Marshall, actinor
for the nrel.
land that is doped as the world's next dent, at his dinner
given in the
great oil field.
prince's honor at the Perry Belmont
"Oil rigs are working in New Mex-id- o homo, set aside for tho use if the
Steel drills are being sent deep royal party during its three day stay
Into the earth.
With vast acreage in wasnington.
under lease, the big companies stand
to win hundreds of millions of dollars.
SELLING OVERLAND, TOO
Oil slready is being produced In New
Mexico from shallow wells. The wise
The New State Auts Co.. has re.
old man knows thst this situation ccntly secured the
agency for the
points to more oil at great depths.
Overland and Manager Claud Kelley
"And the little fellow has not is driving around in a new one.
been idle. He learned of the plans
of the big companies, and he picked
I will ask all who 'are interested In
off a few leases for himself. There the ladies' exchange to brlnir their
is to be a new crop of oil millionaires work in as
soon as they can. People
in New Mexico before another twelve are looking
for Christmas presents
months are added to oil history, un- already. Miss 'Lucy Turner. Swart
less all signs fail and unless nature building.
itc
has blundered.
"But, nature does nothinir of the
Dr. J. D. I.Vnrh nt Melrnan
... . . uui ...a.
nun kind. Nature comes to the rescue Clovis visitor one day this week. Dr.
when there is an oil famine in sight T.vniih la nlnnnln
... auun i.
i
a w mure
to
Keep your eye on New Mexico." California to make his home.
I

Reagan Land and Cattle Co. sold
Wallace lint;. I. -- t T)
J
a 160 acre farm near Pleasant Hill and other points in
eentral west Texas
Wednesday for Messrs. Gray and this week disposing of a car ldad of
Houk to local buyers.
It apples.

ANARCHISTS

FIRE ON
E

Cen-trali- n

ncn and one woman
reported to have radical beliefs were
placed in jai here and litter four of
the prisoners, including the woman,
were removed to the Lewis County
jail by national guardsmen, who patrolled Centralia today. Raids were
conducted in Seattle, Tacoma and
Aberdeen on the Industrial Workers
headquarters.
In Seattle, eleven men and "tons of
literature," according to the police,
were taken to police headquarters.
The Tacoma police arrested 34 alleged members of the Industrial
Workers and siezed a quantity of radical literature. At Aberdeen large
quantities of literature and the records of the Aberdeen local of the
organization were taken.
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TAKING WHEAT NOW
The Clovis Mill and Elevator
Company is now buying wheat
as fast as it comes in. The car
shortage has been greatly alie- vlatcd and it is figured much
grain will 'come in during the

next thirty

Fit

SCALE

II

ACGEPTADLE TO THE MINERS
I

Washington, Nov. 12. The apparent unwillingness of all union coal
miners to return to work at the old
The preliminary oratorical and de pay scale caused government officials
clamation contests for the meet at to put forth every effort today to
Albuquerque were held at the hit bring about immediate negotiation
school building on Wednesday of this far a new wage agreement.
Secretary Wilson, without waiting:
week. Claience Hobdy won the ora
torical contest, his subiect heinir for formal acceptance of his offer to
'Peace." Madge Shepard won first mediate the
differences,
began
place in the declamation contest, her smoothing the way for a joint
of miners and operators he
subject being "The Gift of Mad."
Tho winners will be given a trip to has called to meet in Washington
Albuquerque and will represent the Friday.
Both sides notified the labor secreClovis High School in the state con
test. Mrs. C. E. Smver. Mrs. Milton tary that they would attend the .in
Spokesmen for the mine
Brown and Mr. Jas. M. Bickley ference.
acted as judges of the local contests workers said that if the mine owners
came in a spirit of conciliation a new
MADE SOME MONEY IN WHEAT agreement could be framed and ratified by Saturday nieht.
Until ...
Joe' Beavers of Forrest, farmed agreement is formally ratified hv th.
300 acres.
He harvested
9.9B6 miners' scale committee, labor lead
bushels, the yield being about 35 ers said, there was little hope of full
bushels per acre. He sold the wheat resumption of coal mines,
The Indicated Continued luaneniin.
for $2.02 a bushel and besides this
$20,000 he collected $625 hail in of the mining industry in union fields
surance on a damaged portion of the today was not a surprise to government officials, nor accented as an
crop. Tucumcari American.
tual test of the attitude of the miners.
Complete distribution of the
order cancelling the strike mteht tab.
LEGION WOULD
some time, it was stated. It was felt
however, that a large number of m.n
DEPORTVICTQH BERBER still might remain out until assured
tnat some of the demands agreed upon in convention would be granted.
Minneapolis. Nov. 11. Deporta
Labor leaders, who have franTT..
tion of Victor Berger, recently denied admitted that public
.
sentiment
a seat in congress and unseating of strongly against the strike tnnV
Representative Voigt of Wisconsin, fort today from
what they described
who cast the only vote in Berger's as a seeming change
of sentiment as
favor, was recommended to the Amer reflected in newspaper
editorials.
ican Legion convention late today and
Secretary Wilson, while
was received with tremendous cheer to discuss
the outlook for speedy
ing. On motion of the entire Wiscon
peace in the fields, was reatl en
sin delegation the resolution demand couraged
at the readiness of the two
ing cancellation of Berger's citizen sides to meet
and make a determined
ship was unanimously adopted.
effort to frame a wage schedule satThe first convention of the Ameri isfactory to
miners - and operators
can Legion today started pronounce alike. Mr.
Wilson was hopeful of
ment of its policies by adopting a success
and this feclimr
.u x
resolution declaring the organization by most
officials.
to be
and demanding
the deportation of Victor L Berger LABOR
PARTY WOULD
of Milwaukee as a "disloyal citizen."
CRUSH
DEMOCRATS
A stormy session late today after
AND REPUBLICANS
the legion had observed Armistice
Day by a parade which ended with
Chicago, Nov. 12.A national
presentation of decorations to members of the 15th field artillery, a labor chairman for the coming presiregiment composed largely of. twin dential election will be nominated in
city men. at the parade grounds. Chicago by a convention that will
Other important decisions reached to meet November 22. John Fitzpat-ricpresident of the Chicago Federaday included the selection of Indian
apolis as permanent national head- tion of labor, announced tonight.
quarters of tho legion, and Cleveland Twenty thousand delegates representing the
as the convention city for 1920.
league, farmers'
Holders of public office or caodi- - organizations, granger societies and
dutes are barred from office in the state and local unions, are expected
legion by the amendment to the con- to attend, he said.
The official call for the convention
stitution, adopted late today, declar
ing that the legion will take no-- part was issued from New York today by
Frank J. Esper. secretary of the labor
in politics.
party of Illinois and a member of the
national executive committee.
SECURING MORE CARS
The
democratic party first will be assailed
The Clovis Mill and Elevator Com and "broken" and then the republican
pany has been securing
cars this ritzpntriek said they outlined the
week. The moving of grain now is labor party's intentions.
"It is WiNon's party that has, by
merely a matter of getting something
to thip it in. As fast as cars are re its anarchistic attitude toward union
ceived they are loaded out and more labor and the working classes, forced
room made for wheat that continues us to make up a working man's slate
to come In from the farmers.
under which we hope to enroll, not
only anion men
fifi
tVtmAn
UUv
nuil, k..av
farmers, clerks, every working man
MUCH EXPRESS MAKES
VERY LATE TRAINS and woman, said Fitzpatrick.
"After we have finished with i..
All trains have been late for the democratic party we will take care of
past few weeks. Railroad men say tne republicans."
The party platform aa outlined
this is caused not alone by much
travel but on aceount of the extra bodies three principles:
large amount of express and parcel
Restoration of all civil liberties.
"Public ownership and domM
post that is being handled now. At
no time in the history of the railroad management of- the manna
4..
linns- business has such a large quantity of portation. communication, mines, finexpress and parcel post been carried ance and other monopolies and natand this necessitates much time in ural resources.
"Abolition of exosslvo l.nd
loading and unloading.
ership and holding land out for spec- EDCELL AND DOWNING
uiMuve purpose.
The labor party
HAVE NEW GARAGE
i
- was nnmi.
I1ACU III
Chicago last year.
R. CK Edgell, formerly manager of
the New State Garage work shop, but Messrs. E. J. Kinzie
who sold his interest some while back rado, purchased through Reagan
Land
and went to Texas on a prospecting ana cattle Lo this week, a
section of
.
.
. I
vrip, returned last week and t nowiiroo.1 land near
connected, with the Downing Bros. In Kinzie & Son expect to farm this
fine
the garage at the rear of Jno. F. Tay body of land with tratttrs
and have a
lor's Tire and Battery station.
It real wheat farm.
PRELIMINARY ORATORICAL
AND DECLAMATION CONTESTS

cé

i.

,.

"non-politica- l"

k,

Centvulia, Wash., Nov. 12. Cities
of western Washington joined
toduy in arresting members of
the Industrial Workers of the World
and raiding their headquarters, following the firing on an Amistiee Day
parade hero yesterday. Four former
American soldiers are dead and a
fifth is reported dying as a result of
the shooting.
Twenty-tw-

OLD

PER YEAR

days,
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THE CLOVIS NEWS.
have to be done in order to make
a profit on the valuable lands which
are increasing in price every day.
Official Paper of Carry County.
The day of the scrub has gone and
we are facing a time when our farm
era will have to not only raise more
EDWARD L. MANSON
crops per acre but better live stock.
Editor and PablUber
It is just as easy to raise a steer that
will weigh 1200 to 1400 pounds as
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, one that weighs from 500 to 700
New Mexico, aa second class matter psunds in the same length of time
We firmly believe that more good
nder the act of March S, 1879.
dairy cows should be kept on the
farms. There is no source of income
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
that is more staple and more sure
the dairy products. The dairy
than
One Year
f 1.50 men not only has the advantage of
Six Months
75
knowing his financial condition bet- '
tor than almost any other class of
Clovis merchants are preparing for farmers, but he also gets hii check
the largest Christmas business in the every week, which is one of the most
history of the city.
Read the ads pleasing features of dairy farming,
and prepare to do your Christmas
There is not a class of farmers the
shopping early. The early buyers al- - bankers are mare willing to support
ways get the best selections as well than the dairy farmer. There is not
as the best bargains.
only a direct income from the buttei
and crenin products, but the skimmed
An excerpt from an El Paso pnper milk produced is one of the most valsays "TucMiucuri, r.t the head of the uable hog and chicken feeds we have.
Tuluro.-- Basin has c.;." H is rather A small herd of good hogs cun be
surprising to Uarn that the revolu- raised on the wastes sf the farm and
tion of the enrth on its axis has in whatever they bring on the market
some unaccountable way jarred us is pure profit. Then too, the poulloose from pur moorings and moved try can be more economically fed and
us mare than a hur.dred miles to the and more poultry produced where
dairy cows arc kept and the skimmed
Southwest.
Tucuincnri American.
It seems that
milk used for feed.
there is no phase Df farming in Curry
IDLENESS NO CREDIT
County that needs more careful conRetail mcrchant.'i arc wisely adopt- sideration than the care of cows, pigs
ing the theory that a man who is out and chickens. We arc glad to know
of a job by his own choice is an un- that nearly all farmers have a few
safe debtor. No retail merchant can cows which they milk, but on many
be expected to extend credit to a of these farms the cows are of such
man who can get work and won't take poor producers that they da not pay
It seems that the
it. A perfectly trustworthy man is for their feed.
sometimes out of employment for a time has arrived when a cow testing
short time, through no fault of his. association should be organized and
own, but in these days there are jobs each cow that is being milked on the
for all who are willing to work. A j farm should be tested to determine
man can, with perfect propriety quit) whether or not she is making a profit
the job he has but he cannot with.ior ner owner. r arm Bureau ews,
credit to himself, refuse to seek and
find new employment.
The idle man
We also recall that 'n the old days
these days, if able to work, is some when there wasn't so much talk
where off his system. Portales about the high cost of living fewer
News,
men wore fcilk shirts.

The Clovis News
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We may never be able to tell what
the coal strikes are for, but when it
comes to the coal pile it doesn't take
us long to get to the bottom of it.
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PROMISED PASTORS

There isn't anything else the country is short of or we would have heard
about it.

BAPTIST

75

MILLION

búU

CAMPAIGN

The doctors stopped President WilWILL RAISE BIO SUM FOR
son from reading novels because they
RETIRED MINISTERS.
wanted to keep him "from all mental
exertion." It is plain that the president's doctors know more about mediCARE FOR THE WIDOWS, TOO
cine than about literature.
TWELVE
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The
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The
The
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The
The
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PR0VIS1I

BETTER

c a package

before the war

THINCS
TO

REMEMBER TJtal of 13,000,000 InoluJed On Program For This Purpose I nsui-an-c.
Festurs Also Included.
value of time.
success of perserverance.
pleasure of working,
dignity of simplicity.
i
worth of character.
y,
power of kindness.
influence of example.
obligation of duty.
wi .dom of economy.
virtue Df patience. ,
improvement of talent.
joy of originating.

c a package

during the war

ri.-

Some men go crooked because their
wives want so much. And other men
go crooked because they have wives
to keep them straight.

AH

a package

NOW
'

SO DOES THE PRICE!

A blithe and sweet young thing
walked into a bank the other day and
addressed the paying teller:
"I want to have this check cashed."
"Yes, madam," replied the teller;
"please indorse it."
!
"Why, my husband sent it to mi
jr
He is away on business."
"Yes, madam, but just indorse it.
"'l REV. J. M. RUSSELL
Sign it on the back, please, and your
Typical Retired Mlnlst.r.
husband will know we paid it to you."
She went to a desk, and in a few
While th. salarla paid tha minisminutes returned to the window with ters of nsptlst, as well as other
the check 'ndorsed:
cturches In the South, hns been far
"Your loving wife, Edith."
too small la the past to enable them
to lay aside a competency for old age,
I long stop In ramedylog this Itoatloa
CHICHESTER BlAH IX
Is promised In the Baptist 75 Million
A
MM Art l)llanitiuA
firntM W i Campaign, which proposes to rats
' COWS, PIGS AND CHICKENS
Milt la B4 u4 UmH
milkV
The worst feature of the return of
12,500,000 for the ' It f of at d minisSoin. wM vita DIM ftlttna.W
Tab m 4
the flu is it also means the return
H.TWUÉ
ters during the next five years, and
DUlfoND
HHANU PILLA. fatU
The time has come in Curry Coun of the man who says: "You're getting
ymn kaowBM Bel. Stfrt.AI wan KUi!.
then bring this turn up to 6,000,000
ty when more intensive farming will it" every time somebody sneezes.
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
luring the two years Immediately following the campaign.
Looking to the adequate rare of hundreds of aaed üaptlnt ministers and
SAVE THE CROPS
ministers' widows In the ranks of the
Southern ItapHct Convention who are
(From Farm Bureau News.)
now In need of financial amilHlume,
t'ils bmly, nt a recent senaliin, author-IreIt appears thut there never was a
the ornation of the
and time in the history of Curry County
innultv ncurd nt DhII s, Texas, with
when it was more to the advantage
f)r. William I.uniifor': us correxpund-insHrretnry.
of the farmer to save every pound
Heretofore the avnraTe annuul sal- of grain and fodder, possible than
ary of lliiptlst ministers In tho South
lib been less than $000, nieai.liiK tli.it at the present time, We run never
l large number of preachers rurolved have too much in reserve in a c nmtry
:onsldernbly Iouk than that sum. mak- like this where drouths occur in spite
ing It necessary that they engaK" in
of nil the farmer can do. I.ucky is
.
"II
jther occupations during the week !n
jrder to support theniHidves and their the man who hns a pood supply of
'amlllps, and rendering it practically feed hikI seed to tide him over such
5r ' SOiV-- i
. .
There is no question hut
Impossible for them to lay aside Hny seasons.
i
m
a.
money as a support for their old age. what the flintier who d es provide for
Tho establishment of the Relief and such an event will make n success
Annuity Hoard and the decision to in Curry County.
Many of the fnrmers have been
alse $.ri,000.nu0 during the next seven
cars for the relief of tlm aped minis- worried about a market for their
ters already In need of assistance und knffir and maize, nnd for some t'me
the more adequate rare of tho men it did appear a little discoiirntri"P.
who hersaftcr give their lives to the
but it now looks like there is jrninjr'
Christian ministry without an opporhe a good market fir everything1!
'to
tunity to save up a competency to tide
them through slckne.
or caro for produced on the farm, nnd if it can
them In their declining days, has mot he properly stored and taken enre of
with a cordial reception at the hands until the markets do open up there
A Southern IlaptlstB, and it h be- will be a profit on the sorglium crops
lieved the provision of better treatof Curry County this year.
ment for the ministers In their retireIt seems atranco hiw soon people
ment will not only tend to cause young forget
the days of trinl nn! hardship.
men to look with greater favor upon
F.noutfh grain and fodder is being
the mlnlBtry as a life work, but will
wasted on the farms of Curry Counbring the members of local congregaty to feed all the cnttle that were
gee
to
tions generally
the need of
carried through the winter last year.
pastors more adequate - 'aries
thoBB pastors become
old and Every silo In the county should have
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Use less better
BRER RABBIT

Syrup

the price of butter constantly
WITH it's a ood pkn to let the children spread BRER RABBIT on their bread.
They enjoy it immensely and nothing
can be more wholesome. BRER RABBIT is
Syrup.
the pure country made Ribbon-CanThe happy combination about
is that it's a wonderful food for
health, strength and energy, with a delicious wholesome "flavor" vAihout an equal.
And considering its food value it
remains as one of the most economical
e

BRER-RABBI- T

foods you can serve the family.
BRER RABBIT gives a delightful zest
to the most commonplace meal. It is the
ideal spread for all hot cakes and hot
breads.
Keep BRER RABBIT constantly on the
table, and you'll notice a gratifying drop
in your butter bills.

pay-In- g

s-

Housewives everywhere know that the name 'TENICK 9f FORD"
on food means Always the Beat of ta Kind, 32 yean of quality.
M

1ST

been filled to provide for an cmerj
Silage may be kept for year
if pnpcrly cured for. And there !
no better feed to help balance grain
rations of this country than good ensilage, however, there is still timo to
take rare of the grain and fodder In
spite of the fact that there is a great
shortage of labor, wo believe that
much of this ran still bo saved.
ene y.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Office at Fort Sumner, Nev
Mexico. Oct. 27, l!tl9.
Notice is hereby given that George
W. Vernon, of Clevis, N. M., who, on
Dec. 2nd, lltlfi, made Homestead Entry, No. 0HU0I, for S'4, Section 9,
Township 4 N., Kange Ni E., N. M.
I. Meri dian, has filed notict of intention to make Finul three year proof,
to establish rlaim to the land above
describid, before C, A. Scheurieh, U.
S. Commissioner, in his office at Clovis, N. M., on the 10th day of Dec.
I. and

1919.

Claimant nanu s ns witnesses: John
I.ee, of Clovis, N. N., Smith M. fip-kiof Claud, N. M Elvin A. Roberta
of Claud, N. M., Abruhum L. Marks
of Claud, N. M.
W. R. MrGILL,
r.t
Register.

n,

10-3-

e

Thone No. 97 for Job printing.

helpless.

By ithe addition of an annuity feat-a- n
it Is possible for retired ministers
to receive rn annuity of $500 after
they have reached the aga of 68, and
provided they have been In the ministry for thirty years. If they have

wnred less than

years the annuity
proportion,
ro participate In this annuity a minister must make monthly, quarterly
r annual payments sufficient to bring
In an Income of $103 per year when
on the principle of regular life
Insurance, while this Is supplemented
y $W provided by the denomination.
A minister's participation in tho
an;
aultyjund Is In addition to his claims'
upon the relief fund.
If the minister Is disabled at any
time after Joining the annuity fund,
He
will receive a certain annuity
throughout the period of disability. If
lie dies his widow will receive an annuity of 60 per rent of what would
iave gone to her husbund as long as
the lives, and should the widow die
her annuity will be divided among
ninor children until they become
marry or reach the age
Is

if

reduced

30

by a certain

Threshing Machines
Listers
4

.

Disc Plows

Buggies

21.

The board has received an endow-nea- t
of $100,000 from the Baptist Sun-laSchool Board at Nashville not Included In the 75 Million Campaign,
ind this sum will be divided equally
between the relief and annuity departments. This ensiles the board to bolín work Immediately and assistance
Is already being given to 2ÜK aged
and ministers' widows.

y
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THE FLAUOR LASTS
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SHE INDORSED IT

pc

rata-tot-

Skarda Hardware Co.
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givun in a short timo. The program
was interspersed with readings by
WilKon Whitley and Mrs. Conncll.
Delicious refreshments were served
to Mesdmne Pixley, Dice, Conncll,
Smye, Cramer, Whitely, Childen,
Scott, Holifield, Newton, Havener,
Builey, Messrs. Pixley, Dice, Connell,
Holifield, and Welch, by the hostess
assisted by her pupils.

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
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TEAM
DEFEATS

CLOVIS

football squad

The Hereford

rfwrti

;
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Friday in

Clovis team last

feated the

1919.

a hard fought game by sensational
playing in the last ten minute. The
score was 7 and 9.
Clovis scored in the first quarter
on an Intersected puss, anu Kicaea
goal. The second and third quarter
were scoreless. During the last half
of the fourth Hereford Scored a
touchdown but failed to kick goal.
With only ten seconds left to play,
Captain Kandal of the Hereford team
kicked a drop kick from the thirty-fiv- e
yard line and won the game by
two points. The game was played at
Hereford.

l-

The Executive Board of the Curry
County Library AssDciation met Bt
the homo of Mrs. A. B. Austin Sun
I.
day afternoon, and wishes to state
toward
contributed
to thoie who have
the library fund or have become
member of the Association that it
U hoped within the next few weeks
tD have books available for all tastes
AUCTION CLUB
of good literature in temporary loLUBBOCK TO VOTE
cation which will be announced later.
ON PAVING BONDS
Mr. J. H. Barry will entertain the
The library will be conducted for the
of the public to the Thursday Auction Club this week.
convenience
Lubbock, Texas, Nov. 10. The
greatest extent available till a library
MERRY MATRONS
City Commission of Lubbock has
building can be had.
called an election for December 1st,
Mrs. W. B. Mcrsfelder was hostess at which the question of voting bonds
r l
PROGRESS CLUB
to the Merry Matrons' Club Tuesday tj the extent of $100,000 for paving
Tuesday
afternoon of this week at the home will be presented to the voter of the
met
The Progress Club
M. Chapman.
citv. It is the plan of the Commis
afternoon with Mrs, Colburn and an of Mrs. E.
out.
sion to nave from thirty to sixty
carried
was
interesting program
Mr. and Mr. E."A. Story very de block with this issue, the city paying
Subject "Walt Whitman and Jullightfully entertained at dinner Sun
and the holder of adjoin
ia Want Howe."
s
of the cost.
"0, day. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Reagan, Mr, ing property
Mm nnnrrt wave a reading
M.
Mv CaDtuin." by Whitman and Mrs. W. H. Collins and Mrs.
IS FATHER OF
''Strong Points on Whitman's P. Wright.
CHILDREN
TWENTY-ONCharacter" by Mrs. Jas. M. Bickley.
Li
the
very
K.
L.
"When
Thomas
Mrs.
read
Mr.
and
Rnwvnr
Mm
Bloomed," delightfully entertained at a birthday
J. W. Wright of Hale Center
lacs Last in the Door-yardinner lust Monday the following now the father of seventeen living
talan kv Whitman.
splendid guests: Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Collins, children, as a son was added to his
Mrs. Holifield gave
Howe.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Doughton, and familv last week. In all he has had
of
sketch
character
children. By his present
the
meeting
the
of
little son Luther, Mr. and Mr. D. L. twenty-on- e
At the close
had eleven children, all
club sang Mrs. Howe's "Battle Hymn Moye and little daughter, Pauline, wife he ha
Hi family ii
Whitely,
and
Mr.
V.
I.
Mrs.
Mr.
.
and
Republic."
of the
in that there
remarkable
Y.,
more
the
Bell
N.
Hugh
Buffalo,
Mr. J. W. McBride, Mr.
Mrs. Colburn of
Chicago and children.
it He ha been a
in
twin
no
are
of
Walworth
B.
P.
Miss
and
of Hale County for over fifwere special guests.
teen year. He wa in the grocery
FOOD SALE
The club adjourned to meet Tuesbusiness in Plainvlew for several
day, Nov. 18th. with Mrs. C. W. Harfirm of Wright and
rison, 402 North Rencher.
The ladies sf the Altar Society of year with the
Herald.
Plainvlew
Dunaway.
their
have
will
the Catholic Church
ENTERTAINS
HUSTLER CLASS
monthly food sale next Saturday at
PREPAREDNESS
Barry Hardware Co. There will be
Christian
the
of
Th. Hustler Cla
all kind of good thing for ale, in
wise man.
mt Tuesday evening at the eluding home baked bread, roll, pie, This is the slogan of theexpoed
to
continually
North
are
Stock
on
Boyd
Mary
Mis
chili,
Boston
cookies,
hot
cake,
home of
The
scratches,
etc.
wound,
uta.
meetbaked bean and bt of other good,
Main ltreet and held a buincss
is prepared ha hi healing
ing after which the evening was spent thing.
The food will be on tale man who
hand to top all chance
remedy
on
re
dainty
and
nhnut 1 1 :30. Your natronaee will
In ocial enjoyment,
of blood poison. Farn' Healing
fnshment were erved to the fol be appreciated.
It i
Highly Anteeptic.
Remedy
lowinir: Misses Smith, Thompson,
make
60c
bottle
One
economical.
Mrs.
Cribble,
Minnie Roirers. Mrs.
Bale Ties and Broom Corn Wire.
$2.00 worth of a healing oil or ointPfmintnn. Misses Ester Watson, Mary
I
o
ment. Money refunded if you are IE
WhitMildred
Boyd,
45
Jim roe. Mary
nnl nii.fiorl. For sale by A. B. Aus II
George,
Lindley and Messrs.
tin & Company
Montgomery, Go.wage, Shuw, Crome,
V. Ming, McDaniel, Winstead, Curtis,
- .
ami Temple.
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ideal Christmas

EH

Gift

The

The most beantiful assortment ever brought to Clovis.
They have increased constantly in value during the past
ten years and will con tinue to do so in the years to come.

DIAMONDS ARE AN INVESTMENT

one-thir- d

We Have Them From $50 to $750

two-third-

r.nin.

Our reputation is behind
every Diamond we sell.

We are glad to show them.

1

Thousands of Other Beautiful Things For Christmas

d

nt

i

Shopping

n...h

IT PAYS

Denhof Jewelry Co.

I

1

II

The Gift Shop of Clovis

mry7TZZ2EZZ
-

AMERICAN LEGION DANCE
A very enjoyable dance was given
bv the local American
Legion organisation in celebration of
Amitir Dav. The Elks Homo was

crowded with young folks and the
occasion was one long to be remem- i,rH Tho music was excellent
There wa nJ formality to tho affair
and every one came with the intention of having a good time and had it.

Ladies'

won the

Ready-to-we- ar

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 15th, 17th and 18th

Mr. F. A. Mayhall wa hostess to
the Thursday Evening Auction Club
last week at her home on N. Mitchell.
Denni

1

IN

EVENING AUCTION CLUB

Fred

fcJ

Three Days oí Wonderful Values

Timliiv niifht

Mr.

mmmr?T?Zr

ladle'

Mr. Cecil Nelson the gentleman' prize. Mr. Baile;.', of Eugene, Oregon, who i visiting Mrs. R.

priie and

club guest.
F. Pixley, wa
were served.
refreshment
MUSIC

CLASS

Dainty

ENTERTAINED

I

On Friday evening, November 7th,
th nunils of Mrs. J. W. Welch enter
tained their parents with an informal
reception and musical. Upon arrival
at the homo of Mrs. Welch the guests 4
n.nrn received bv ilie hostess and the
following nunils: Calva Con, Jose
i.hin Dice. Beniice Mordecai, Paul
ina Peters. May Alvis, Mary Gene
vieve Smyer. Ethel Hell, Lydia Huv
ciur, Mildred Scott, Margaret Cramer
Mildred Cove, Katherine Childers,
Eileen Smyer, Constance Pixley and I
Wilson Whitley.
The program, opening with a vocal
solo by Mrs. C. C. Newton rendered
in her usual charming manner, was
thoroughly enjoyed by each one pres
ent. Little Misses .Catherine lenders, Mildred Scott and Constance
Pixley captivated the audience by the
deft manner In which they performed
tholr numbers, although having
" atudied but a few months, their playing would have done credit to pupils
of much longer experience. Many
were the expression of praise for
Mis Lydia Havener in her rendition
of "Evening Chime. " The sparkling
tone which fell frsm the finger of
little Eileen Smyer in "Tho Harves
ter" ware a (Might to her hearers, as
was h!s- - La Tctite Amorrt, played by
Miss Josephine Dice. Then came the
Grand
closing number "Chopin'
Waltz," grand, masterful, and at the
sumo time plaintive, skillfully renMary Genevieve
dered by Mir
Smyer.
A number of Mr. Welch' pupils
were not presented at this first re
citul but will appear in another to be

ft

n

Coats

These suits are nof ordinary but are of the highest quality and workmanship. The colors embrace every fashionable shade; some with fancy linings others plain. Trimmings are of all sorts, from plain tailored stitching to

Fine Fur, Pile Fabrics and Cloth Coats of the season's
best (lesijíiiiiifí are shown in this offering of special valúes.
and
A feature of this display is the group of short coats
woman.
coatees. Stvles to suit every
.

Discount

Nov. 10th to 15th

National Blouse Week

LFresses

Frocks of Tricot ine, Tricoiette, satins, merges uuuuk-twcloth combinations of the most attractive fashioning.
afNever in our store have we shown prettier models for
is
preference
ternoon wear than these, and whether your
unmistakably
for style or quality, these dresses will
please. livery dress to sell at

This store in keeping with the natioD wide occasion,
made ready with an unusually interesting collection of
blouses and waists for this week's selling. Now to clear
out this department and make room for the new blouses

o

20

Discount

20

In most desirable materials and designs nve included in
his special event.

20

n

u

fancy embroideries and furs. Any suit at

Children's Coats
1

ri

Suits

'

we

offer these for three days at

Discount

15

Discount

n
"If It's New We Have It"

.

W.I. luikart

k

Co.
pgg

Iflt'sNewWeHave
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THE CL0V13 NEWS,

Wiedmann's Shoe Store
And Repair Shop
My fall and

and

Endicott-Johnso-

n,

winter lino of Men's Florshcim
Ladies' Rod Cross,

"Village", all leading quality school shoes and
infant's beauties, is confíete and the price
is right.

SHOE REPAIRING NEATLY AND
SUCCESSFULLY DONE.

ing all his pockets full of baked sweet
potatoes.
Grandpa Burke died at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Ed McGregor,
after a long illness last Monday night.
Burial was at the city cemetery Wednesday morning. We extend (o the
bereaved ones our sympathy.
Misses Myrtle
Cox and Claudia
Meador attendod the teachers' meeting at Clovis Saturday.
Mi i. Elliot of Tulia, Texas, is visiting at the home of her grandson,
Mr. Leslie Hyman.
There was preaching hero Sunday
night.
Mrs. J. R. McGregor, Mr. Doris and
Mrs. Meador visited at Mrs. StrubliS
Sunday.
'
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Walker and
Miss Claudia Meador were callers at
the Wilson home Sunday.
BLUE EYES.

GRADY NEWS

All Work Guaranteed

POINT ENTERPRISE

Mr. Jack Roberts and family, Mr.
Nelson and family returned Tuesday
from a visit with relatives in Oklahoma.
Mr. A. S. Walker made a business
trip to Texico Wednesday.
Mrs. Wall died at the home of her
sen on last Thursday morning. Burial was at the city cemetery Friday
afternoon. She is survived by several children, to whom we extend our

THURSDAY, NOV. 13, 1919.
the day. It was preceded by considerable hail Saiu.-danight.
Phil Mote made five trips to Hereford last week each with a truck load
of wheat for Cleveland Johnston.
Rev. H. W. Rodgcrs stepped in a
rough place in the road and sprained
his ankle pretty badly last week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Tillman, who
left a few weeks ago to attend the
death bed of Mr. Tillman's sister
Gilmer, Texas, returned the last of
the week, by train to Clovis.
Mr.
and Mrs. Ode Tillman and Mrs. Will
Tillman came with them. When they
reached Clovis, Ode bought a new car
in which they all came home.
Will
Tillman is coming with the emigrant
car in which he and Ode are moving
their goods from Gilmer to this place.
y

No. 2 has not butted in
As butt-iany more we will take up where butt-iNo. 3.
No. 2 left off and be butt-iThe first snow of the season fell
here on Saturday, Nov. 8th, which
was light and only about one week
later than the first frost.
On account of the scarcity and high
price of labjr, farmers have been
taxed to the utmost getting their
crops gathered and in fact many are
not through yet.
R. T. Harmon has bought a farm
of
section northwest of here
where he intends
near the
Kentucky Grain Drills and Osborne to move abaut the first of January.
ACIN THE GOVERNMENT
Disc Harrows.
We wonder who it was who came
'Tn, what is the meaning of th
by hitting on one cylinder Thursday
word,
night.
U. T, Harmon is going, to iimUe
"That's Russian of 'ngin the
my boy."
molasses this week.

V4

Criticism and
Citizenship
It

is

the plain, public duty of every
citizen to criticize proposed government measures believed o be harmful.
Swift & Company is in a better position perhaps, than others, to understand the meat packing business in all
its relations to public and private interests, even though the others may have
been giving the subject a great deal of
sincere attention.
Swift & Company is convinced that
interference with its legitimate business .
function by governmental agencies,
however well intentioned, would be an
injury to every man, woman and
child who wants meat to eat, as well
as to the men who raise the meat and
to those who dress and distributo it.

Maximum service that cannot
monopolize because 0f keen competition and lack of control over sources
of supply Í3 furnished at a minimum
of

proñta

fraction of a cent per

pound from all sources.

.

Therefore Swift & Company is
taking every legitimate step of citizenship to prevent such interference.
These advertisements are Intended
to help 70U, and to help Congress
decide what is best to be done. Mistakes are costly and apt to be harmful
in these trying times.
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Beginning at 10 o'clock sharp on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,

f

1919

On my farm two mile straight east of Grady, 6 miles north and 1 1
West Ot HOlIene and zH mil north and h wst nf ( lrwi
m
On account of failing health I have rented my farm and will dispose
of all mjf stock,' household goods and farm implements at Public Sale
on the above date to the highest bidder without reserve or
the
by-bi-

ment.
Sunday morning was Rev. Rodgcw'
regular appointment at New Hope,
but owing to bad weather there was
neither Sunday School nor preaching.
Foster Scott took a truck load of
wheat to Hereford Friday. His wife
and little SDn accompanied him.
There was singing at the home of
S. J. Lobban Sunday night.
Bryan Friar sustained a broken arm
Thursday, the result of a horse fall
ing on him.
Willie Johnson's children have been
sick for the past week. We have heard
they have the shingles.
Mrs. Jess Burnett's health is im.
proving since coming here.
Some of the farmers had more
wheat than they had granary roim.
Some put large piles on the trround.
while others had the machine to quit
before they had threshed all their
crop.
Mr. B. Cogdill of Tarker County,
Texas, came Monday to visit his
uncle, B. F. Cogdill.
This part is again being visited by
oil lease men.
At this writing E. W. Leach and
P. P. Vandevcnder are not through
threshing.
However, Mr. Leach hus
already threshed
more than five
thousand bushels and Mr. Vandevcnder more than three thousand bushuH
Professor Conway and family are
spending soma days at A. W. Cameron's, as the professor is unable to
teach his school at Plains.
A party at the home of Chnrlio
Tillman Saturday night was well attended.
The first snow of the fall foil hero
Sunday morninjr, and molted durinp

51 Head of
4(1

head

(f

Cattle

high prado white faced

four year old registered wliite faced
bull. An extra fine one.
10 head white faced yearlings.

1

1

Winona wagon,
condition.

1

Main wagon,
it ion.

1

Two sorrel mares, lf hands high, wt.
about 12"0 lbs., each, one four years
and the other seven years old, you

can't beat them.
One bay maro 7 years old, líi hands
high, has colt bv side.
Two sorrel mares,
years old. l.'i
hands high, and good ones.
One gray maro, 9 years old, weight,
about 11(H) lbs., extra good work
and saddle mare.
One black tilley, 4 years old, a good

!1

4

inch, in good

indi, in good

eon-- d

J5

2 low wheel wagons, good ones.
1

20 Head Horses

d,

Farm Implements

cows.

1

2

good McCormick row binder.
good hole Kentucky wheat drill

disc harrow.
sulky plows.

rubber-tirerunabout buggy, good,
sets leather harness.
sots chain harness. 2 good saddles.
slides and small tools and
implements.
2 cultivators.
1

d

2
4

Co-devil- s,

;

!

one.
One dun horse,

1")

CHICKENS
About 100 Whit,. Leghorns.
4

head of slice
go ra nannie

1

Angora ram,

hands high, weight

pounds.

1000

Two
old mules.
Two yearling mules.
Two
old bay horses.
Four yearling colts.
Two gentle children's ponies, trusty
any wlioro.

Household Goods

ar

ar

One good piano and nil household
goods, including kit hen furniture.

Grain and Feed
acres good maize in shock.
10 acres cane in shock.
10 acres kaffir in field.
Some corn in field.

HO

5

ADMIRAL
WELDING
D. BRYANT, Prop.

Wo weld any break
in any metal,

head of hogs, consisting of 1 Poland
China sow and ?, pigs, wt. about
80 lbs. each, 1 fat, hog, wt. 200 11 s.

f

Ford Car May Be Offered For Sale

SHOP

This is to be a sure enough sale and I cordially invite all my
friends and
neighbors to attend it whether they intend to buy or not. As
I am coins awav
and want to see you all. Come and get lunch and have a good
time

of any

at any time.

Free Lunch At Noon
We buy and tell used cars.

TERMS OP SALE: From 60 days to one year's time to suit purchaser
on suma
over $10.00, or 5 per cent discount for cash. Under that amount
cash in hxnA '
Remember the date, November 19th.

Carbon Burning is Practical.
We clean your auto cylinders
perfectly.

!é

& COMPANY'
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B. L. HAWK'S BIG

n
J

L. M. Boney has purchased a new
attach-

iie,

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

one-ha-

í

"Henry" with a self starter

JEFF
Let us send you a Swift "Dollar."
Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.

n

n

cap-roc-

CAMERON NEWS

i

n

it

G rady

school is a fine school. If
you don't learn where you go to
school, come to Grady and you will
learn. We will welcDmo you at any
time. Our school is run in a systematic way in the school room ami nn
the play ground. The stuilents have
sympathy.
twenty minutes each day of old herd
Mr. and Mrs. Parker left Thurs- solders' training, from
marching to
day fDr Texas to spend the winter saluting. This
is nrohnhlv nn. thin,,
with their son.
our school has that no other school in
Mr. Barnett of Belen, who has been the county
has.
at the bedside of his sick daughter,
Grady is entertaining the idea of
Lola Mac, returned Wednesday. We
having a two hundred dollar library,
are giau to report Lola Mae is imand also we will soon have water
proving.
piped from the city well to the school
Meow-ow- ,
meow-osaid the cat. building.
Got away said Mr. Walker. I can't
Mr. B. L. Hawk and family spent
sleep so I had just as well go to the
Sunday with the Gamble family of
field and work. So he did until 12
Grady.
o'clock at night.
Last Sunday was rather cold and a
Sweet potatoes! Sweet potatoes! light snow fell
Sunday morning.
Oh that is Mr. Carnahan, he is carry
SUNSHINE.

BRYAN ITEMS

S. E. Hill and son Frank, havo
been
stacking feed the past week.
Mrs. Clara Harper haa been qu;te
sick for several days.
Jessee Lee has taken care of quite
a large row crop and sawn two hundred acres of wheat. He has used a
wheat header in gathering quite a lot
of kaffir.
Messrs. Jesse Lee, R. T. Harmon
and W. E. Mills have been heading
row crop the past week.
Some of the farmers of this community arc busy sowing wheat at this
writing.
R. T. Harmon has purchased a
Ford. It seems as tho Mr. Harmm
cannot get along without a car of
some sort.
BUTT-INO. THREE.

B. L.

J. D. Bryant
214 North Main Street.
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HAWK, Owner

TATE & RAMEY, Auctioneers.
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Build It Now!

CHILE THIS
BEFORE

HE

IS
"

That building work that you hold off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build u new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
.

WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Clovis, New Mexico

Telephone 23.

MONUMENTS
Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.

206

West Grand Aye

FAÍIY

HER

CALLED

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

TO

1

x

Yttn

lg

Sb b

liEil

BEDSIDE

lUnkhf Sta V$Ji Die, SajiTem Uéj, Bat
a Well, Strong Wenn uJ Frailes Cardal Ftr

New

Her Recovery.

tbt better. That wt tlx yean age
I am still hero tnd am a well
tnd
of this plae. ears; "After the
woman, and I owe my Ufe to
itrong
of my littl girl. . .my side com

Roys

fclrth

City,

Tti

Mm. Marx

Washington, Nov. 12. There are
now millions of cattle, swine and
sheep more in the United States and
Canadu than there were before the
great wnr, while nine of the principal
countries of western Europe have
fewer of one or all of these several
classes of livestock thun in 1914.
Figures compiled by the Department of Agriculture show that the
United States has 67,866,000 cattle,
75,687,000 hogs, and 49,863,000
sheep. This represents an increase
of 19.9 per cent in cattle, 28.3 per
cent in swine, and 0.3 of one per cent
in sheep compared with 1914. Canada
has 10,051,000 cattle a gain of 53.8
per cent over the total In 1914
hogs and 3,053,000 sheep.
The increase in Canadian swine and
sheep is 18.8 and 40 per cent,
' England and Switzerland
are the
only European countries which report
larger numbers of cattle this year
than in 1914. England's gain is 1
per cent and Switzerland s 6.9 perj
cent. There is a decline of 28.9 per'
cent in the number of England's hogs
and a decrease of 3.2 per cent in the
total of her sheep.
The United States, Canada, Australia, Argentina and New Zealand
are the "surplus countries" this year.
Even with a decrease of 6 per cent
in Australia's total number of cattle
since 1914, all five of these countries
taken together have added 15 perj
cent to tneir aggregate oi beer animals. The decrease in hogs in these
"surplus countries" was 27 per cent.
Cattle decreased a little more than
7,000,000 in the. European countries
ami decreased a little more than
in the Ave American and
Australian countries. The loss in
numbers of swine in the European
countries reached 24,500,000, while
there was a gain of 17,500,000 in the
o'her countries. The decline in the
number of European sheep was approximately 7,500,000, and the increase in other countries was about
4,500,000.
Germany's cattle decreased from
20,994,000 to 17,227,000, and her
swine from 25,659,000 to 10,080,000.
The decline in the number of her
sheep was 4 per cent. No figures regarding livestock in the former emor Russia,
pires of
or the Balkan states are obtainable.

ñ

d
HE.'

PIGS AND PROFITS
Hog raising may be made a distinct source of profit to
the farmer, and may be figured on the same basis as cotton, corn or any other of the farmer's sure money crops.
Any breed of hogs is better than none, but you'll find
that "Pedigrees Pay Profits" and the best breeds are the
ones that are sure to pay the biggest dividends.
No matter where your fancy runs; either to Berkshires,
Poland-China-

I

Chester-Whites-

s,

,

Duroc-Jersey- s,

to hurt mo. I had to go back

CarduL

tratd

Austria-Hungar-

s,

or Yorkshires, you may take your choice with the
certainay that the net profit is a matter of right management, skillful feeding and care, rather than of the particular breed itself.
We are interested in seeing mpre pure bred Hogs on the
farms of this community and are willing to extend every
assistance in our power to help you secure a few for your
farm.

First National
Bank
RESOURCES

OVER ONE MILLION DOLLARS

1

Clovis New Mexico

I had only taken half the
bottle when I began to feel better.
Wo called th doctor. IIo
The misery In my aide got lesa... 1
mo... bat I goi no better. I continued right on taking the Cardul
Cot won tod worse until the misery until I had taken three bottles and I
tru unbearable... I wti In bed for did not need any more for I was well
and never felt bettor In my Ufe... I OVERCOMING THE TROUBLE
NOTICE I NOTICE I NOTICE I
thro month and suffered tuch agony
WITH CASTOR OIL THE BEST CHRISTMAS
hare never had any trouble from that
We are now able to rehandle, re.
PRICE
PRESENT AT ANY
that I waa uit drawn up In a knot. . . day to this."
grind and hone straight blade razors,
To give castor oil so that the taker
blades, and anything in
I toll my husband If ho would fet
Do you suffer from headache, back
How can you make your money go safety razor
will not experience any nauseating!
All
line of surgical instruments.
the
than
cheer
Christmas
mo a bottlrfcf Cardal I would try It. . . ache, palna In sides, or other discomfor
further
after-tastesays Medical News, have
Is guaranteed to give satisfacwork
The
to
subscription
year's
I commenced taking It, however, that fort, each month? Or do you teal the patient wash out his mouth with with a Companion? It brings so tion.
Youth's
hot
he
then
as
as
can
bear,
water
fagged-out- f
nervous
my
weak,
family
and
about
If to
I calltd
Southwestern Drug Company.
its stories
swallow the oil, then again rinse out much into a household
Cardul,
woman'o
give
the
could
knew
serious
sot
for
its
I
I
tonic,
lat
to...
his mouth with hot water. The first for readers of all ages,
If its news The News wants It.
its
contributions,
J. 71
any dayt nieta I had a chango for trial
hot water cleans the mouth, makes! and Informing
us. No. 97.
Phone
anu
Intelligent
It liAt anil nota it with
kanvv Invar Editorial Pages, its
great
the
on
comment
trustworthy
nit
n n,.tr
th
littl
that
t...
tention to make Final thfee year
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
its wit
chance to stick, therefore slips down and tragic events of the time,
nothing quite
proof, to establish claim to the land easily.
Then hot water is again used, and humor. There Is
Department of the Interior, U. S. above described, before W. J. Curren, th.
nt K.6 The Companion in B1II pc.uu..... for kidney and bladder troubles, grav
..... tima
....... tn r.mn ' - " J
w.
el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New U. S. Commissioner, in his office at on mai may nave aanerea in ine literature
you will and irregularities of the kidneys and
once
at
subscribe
you
If
Mexico, Oct. 27, 1919.
Clovis, N. M., on the 11th day of mouth. Thus the mouth is left clean
of Char- bladder in both men and women, If
nnd. sweet and the patient gets no receive the opening chapters
Notice is hereby given that David Dec, 1919.
serial story, not sold by your druggist will be sent
les B. Hawcs'
oil.
the
Insurance
taste
of
Medical
Claimant names as witnesses: Pan
Born." by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
A. Akers, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
The Son of a "Gentleman
and Health Conservation.
Sept. 15, 1916, made Homestead En iel T. Gentry, W. W. Akers, Victor
There are several other serials by small bottle often cures. Send for
Dr. E. W. Hall,
try, No. 014543, for SW', Section Nelson, P. B. Copelnnd, all of Clovis,
Lisie Singmaster, C. A. Stenens, and sworn testimonials.
FOUND HER MATCH
W. R. McGILL,
10, Township 1 N., Range 35 E., N N. M.
other Donular writers, which will in 2926 Olive st.. St. Louis, Mo.' Sold
Register.
M. P. Meridian, lias tiled notice of in
"Is your wife's mother enjoying sure the keenest interest throughout by druggists.
the year. All the family read The
her trip to the mountains?"
"I'm afraid not She's found some- Companion because it is edited for
thing at last that she can't walk every age.
New subscribers for 1920 will reover."
oanaruTi
ceive:
aai Caaa Beam mm
World'n rreatest remedy ,
52
Companion
Youth's
1.
The
WYOMING CATTLE ON
f and only one backed by
ffiOO GOLD BOND
MELROSE RANGE issues in 1920.
is- th rrsti
2. All remaining weekly 1919
lrbeu?r.
ni n
Forty-thre- e
ears of Wyoming cat-- , sues.
2. The Companion Home Calendar
tie arrived in Melrose the first of the
week nnd have been placed on the for 1920.
All the above for $2.50.
('has. Hart ranch southwest of town.
4.
McCalls Magazine for ivzo,
1 TtOO haml in ftiil
Tlwtrn
nhnut
wnmt
THE UNIVERSAL CAft
authority
shipment and there will be some five! 11.00 the monthly fashion
con- - not" punncations lor ""'y
same
hundred
of
more
the
or
six
';"';
Tlie Ford Sedan, with electric
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION
signment to arrive shortly.
and lighting system nnd demountable rims with
On account of Lhe continued drouth wmmonweaun Ave.
tires front and rear, is a family car of
Boston, muss.
the cattle are being
in Wyoming
winter.
andcomfort,bothinsiimmerandin
class
New subscriptions received at this
winrange
the
the
Hart
on
for
placed
For touring it is a most comfortable car. The
office.
ter. Melrose Messenger.
large plate glass windows make it an open car
inclemall
!i
when desired, while incase of rain and
BAD BACK TODAY?
HEAVY ATHLETICS
ent weather, it can be made a most delightful
IS
is usually kidney-ach- e
Backache
ARE HARMFUL
f,
f,
closed car in a few minutes.
you dull, nervous and
and
makes
fine upholstering, broad, roomy seats.
P
Exercise and Health, published by tired. Use Doan's Kidney Pills for
Simple in operation. Anybody can safely drive
recomthe United States Health Service, weak kidneys the remedy
it. While it nas all the distinctive and economand neighfriends
your
by
mended
against
warnings
the
usual
sounds
ical merits of the Ford car in operation and
violent exercise: "The college strong bors.
maintenance. Won't you come in and look it
Mrs. II. L. Warren, N. Thornton
man often dies in middle life. The
over?
Box 6, says: "There is notning
St.,
d
the
runner,
long distance
symprower, the prize fighter, us- like Doan's Kidney Pills for all
& Lindley
About a
complaint.
kidney
toms
of
from
frequently
yqung,
dies
ually
AGENTS
caused me a
tuberculosis or some other disease year ago, my kidneys
lot of annoyance. Right across the
Operating Highway Garage
associated with lower resistance.
a heavy dull,
"Heavy athletics are pernicious. small of my back, I hnd
seemed
never
that
pain
bearing
down
They have no place in hygienic exerMy kidneys were botherup.
to
let
severe
of
effects
The
after
cise.
often
An enlarged ing me at times and I was
exertion are harmful.
I found
SDcllS.
HizT.V
heart is not a safe organ; a greatly trnnKli.H hv
using Doan's
increased lung capacity is not only immediate relief upon
box cured
one
about
and
Kidney
Pills
useleu but dangerous in later life."
Service Quality Sat'iciaction
Medical authorities advise walking, me."
n
dealers.
at
all
60c,
and
morning
noon
walking, walking,
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y
night. Southern Underwriter.

njmc4
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Tarn-worth-

y

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Suit coo.
Office over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 2C9

traltf

A TEXAS WONDER

"

.

Lucky Tiger

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acuta and
chronic Office In New Til
building on cornet north of Fir
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Office DhnllA .183. Rnslilnnnt MM
Clovis, New Mexico.

'

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
Otero Street.
Clofls, N.

200 West
Plione 45.

M.

;

'

curta
V

do

self-starti-

owu.

it mm

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr,

MD.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Nos
and Throat
Office Over Sunshine Shop.
Office Phone 46 ;
Res. Phone IS

ch

DR. C' O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR

Let Us Fill That

Rain-proo-

Coal Bin With

dust-proo-

113 South Mala St.
PIION'B

101

.

Good Old

ROCKVALE
Lump Coal

great-cheste-

Jones

DR. C L. McCLELLAND
Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS. N. M.

Kemp Lumber
Company

Foster-Milbur-

DR.

L. M. BIGG.S
Veterinary Surgeon
'

Phone 331
Clovis, New Mule

vj

r?.
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Order Your Coal Today
'V.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO,

Regular Meeting
CLOViS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Monday Evening, Nov. 17th
at 8i00 O'clock. '
Work in Black Cross Degree
Degrees. All Sir Knights resid- ing in this jurisdiction are in- R. J Neal, Recorder.
vited.

THE STORK THEY TALK ABOUT

Cold Weather Necessaries

.

The REXALL Store always offers you the
best "opportunity to save, as well as giving you
the best of everything at all times.
QUALITY is the by word in the REXALL
Store. Nothing is left undone, in order to get
the best merchandise.

Auto painting.
Í54.

Pert Curies

13, 1919.

JAG
4

The RoxaJllL Store

rrr "'

s

Phone

BLANKETS

tf
AVarm

servieable cotton and
solid colors and plaids, at

John F. Smithson of Grady was a
Clovis visitor Wednesday.

wool-nappe-

blankets in

d

02.95 63.22 53.75 35

Genuine ROUND OAK Ranges and
Heaters.

SI O

to

Men's Wool Shirts
In

standard make, cut full and rooniv. Tliev n.n.c
fray, brown and olive, at

in colors of
Miss Margery Noble

A Bristle Hint
Your tooth bruih should ba soaked overnight.
The
hole in which brittle ara let ara purposely made large to
permit expansión.
The water swells the bristles, keeps them firm, prevent!
breaking and falling out, and prolongs the life of tha brush.

Resalí Hair Tonic
Klenzo Tooth Paste
Danderine
Cuticura Soap
Duckworth's Almond Lotion

60 and $1.18
.25
35c, 65c and 1.00
.30
. .35
Faca Powders

and Talcum Powder.
We carry a full line of Flashlight

and Batteries.

a Propholactic for the Nosa and Throat us

A

The Southwestern ha tha best of Chemical
cal that can be bought.

S3. GO S4.50 S5.00 SG.00

Sun-du- y

I

treat

Boys' Sweater Coats
in close knit, ruff neck styles.
In sizes .'!( to.154, at fróin

nil diseases and disorders of

women and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Euthymol.
and Pharmaceuti-

S2.45
S5.00

to be initiated into the Shrine.

Parker Fortner of Carter, N. M.,
was here the latter part of last week
visiting at the home of L. L. Kyle.

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
each month. Coma in and hear them.
If you do not receive a monthly list of the new record,
give us your name, and we will pat you oa our mailing list.

For the Infant

.

Stove

Polish

and Fire

,JJ 'llsÜJi
JlWf

CET A JAR OF DUCKWORTH'S PEROXIDE CREAM
at 35 cent.
Get an Airplane, 35

cent.

For That Cough
hoarseness, ticklings, husky i throat.
Get a bottle of Southwestern White
Pina Cough Syrup.

Eastman Kodak and Film.
Let us do your developing and
printing.
24 hour
service.
We solicit mail orders and give
them prompt attention.

35c & 65c

We are exclusive Laboratory
agent in Clovis of ADLERIKA.
The Bowel and Stomach

All Kinds Safety Razor Blades

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO,
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

?

PERSONAL MENTION
Auto painting.

Bert Curless. Phone
2

Regular Communication
G. McDuff Gamble was in from'
CLOVIS LODGE, A. F. k A. M.
Friday, Nov 14th. .Tack Pickford
Grady Wednesday
Tuesday, Nov. 18th
in "The Dummy," "The Great GamDegree Work
4 ble," and Harold Liojd Comedy.
Flu and its after effects are sucA. J. Whiting, Secretary.
Saturday, Nov. llith. Robert Warcessfully treated by Osteopathy, tfc
wick in "In MiMoura," a Paraimunt
Artciaft Special Picture, also two
Mrs. Jno. 0. Pritchard will enter
reel comedy and Mutt and Jeff Cartain at a Bridge luncheon next Satur
Lots of good used heaters. Clovis toon.
day.
Monday, Nov. 17th. Bryant Wash
Furniture Co.
burn in "Why Smith Left Home."
Rugs! Rugs! Rugs! A beautiful as
Paramount Picture. "Smashinir Bar- A. Mandell spent Wednesday in
riers," "Fox News Weekly."
sortment at Clovis Furniture Co.,
Amarillo on business.
successors to R. H. Crook.
Tuesday, Nov. 18th. Olive Thomas
in "The Glorious Lady." two reel Bis
Ben Collins has under construction V
Comedy and Paramsunt Screen
8. A. Jones and A. Mandell will
a new residence on North Connelly Magazine."
the Shrine meeting in
street.
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
the first of next week.
19th and 20th, Dustin Farnum in
Mr. Farmer, you are likely to be
Phonograph Records, Records, Re- planning to have a nublie sale thi "The Man in the Open." "Pathe
News" and two reel Sunshine Comcords. .Best quality, lowest price. fall. If so, let the News print your
edy.
Just received the latest hits.
sale bills. We will give you nromnt
Friday, Nov. 21st. Anita Stewart
c
i
CROFT MUSIC CO.
service.
f in "The Wreck."
i

i

N

G12.G0

tlíÍT?
S2.2G S2.45 S2.9G
011,1

I Sg&
nilllllaalllllisisiii iiiii
AutO Dlilntlmr
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l,im'
les.Cotton and wool
heaw wcio-hnt

VV,

Itorr Puilmi.
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new Ford Sedan.

tf.

nena

i"

is driving a

G. W. Kalkner, Piano Terhnicinn,
regulating and repairing piano
m
player pianos. Representing the Baldwin fuctories, the world's greatest
product. Baldwin, Ellington, Hamilton and Howard sold on terms if desired. Leave orders for tuning at
Lyceum Theatre.

I have started my Raleigh wagon
and will be on the road at all times
with a full line f goods. R. H. Snel-lin218 North Connelly St., Phone

B. L. Hawk of Grady will
public sale on the 19th of this
Mr. Hawk has rented his farm
and his family will spend the
in California.

have a
month.
and he
winter

0I
.uk.

III
I

I I

left the first of

the week for Santa Fe, where he will
be a member of the degree team In
giving a number of candidates the
Scottish Rite degrees.

District Court adjourned at Fort
Sumner last Friday after a shirt but)
busy session. Judge Bratton
left
Monday morning for Roswell to hold
court which will probably be in
for three or four weeks.

ses-

sion

Mrs. H. A. Miller returned the first
of the week from an extended trin to
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.
X

"

"

r..... u.
o

t

oi
Clovis visitor Monday.

,..

uautl

was a

George Long and son of
Grady
were in Clovis last Friday.
Jno. 0. Pritrhsrd and
Mr.
visited in Roswcll this

Mrs.

'''"l'y

F- -

week.

J. Frank Nee sold a car load
"hcep this week to Harvey
Everett

Post, Texas.
Stove
Shovels.

if""

i

of
of

Pi,,

Coal Hods and Fire
Phone 72.

--

III J ;

'H'

T f ""

C. A. Hatch
moved the latter part
of Inst week to the Wetmoro place
on
North Main street which he recently
purchased.

C L. PriUhnrd,
r
and
manager f
Highway Grage, has
under construction one of the
neatest
and most unique bungalows In
Clovis
on North Connelly street.
Mr. Pritch-ar- d
designed the home himself
and it
" mn t0 w"1"' a very pretty home.

t.

ho.k-keepe-

REMEMBER!

273.

W. H. Duckworth

SG.00

to

n

Mrs. S. Grisamore will tnke charge
Mr. Jack Snyder of Wichita, Kanaf the Indies' furnishing business next sas, is visiting at the home
of his
Saturday that Bhe rocenLlv niirrlinneft brother, W. H.
Bowman, the genial
from Mrs. M. P. Wright. Mrs. Wright Santa Fe agent.
nlans to spend the winter in central
Texas.
R. M. Hall would be glad to explain
the wonderful features of the Kansas
YOUNG
LADY:
Don't
curse City Life Insurance Company polyour luck; prepare yourself fir a bet- icies.
ter position by attending our classes
in Stenography and Typewriting. CloMrs. J. D. Colburn arrived Monday
vis Commercial College in McFarlin from Buffalo, New
York, and is a
building.
guest at the home of her bnther, L.
B. Colburn, on North Axtell.

Lyceum Tboatre

tf

to

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Melton will
L. M. DeFord and Hobart Miller
Mis. Chas. Scheurich visited in Avisit in Albuquerque the latter part
were visitors to Portales Tuesday.
lbuquerque this week.
of the week. Mr. Melton will attend
the Shriners concluve there.
A. W. Skarda is in Santa Fe this
Stove Boards, Coal Hods and Stove
week taking the Scottish Rite degree Pipe.
FATHERS:
You could not offer in Masonry.
yjur son a nicer present than a good
Business Course. Our scholarships are
A beautiful assortment of rugs at
$45.00 each. Clovis Commercial CoClovis Furnitur Co., successors to
llieR. H. Crook.
Editor Fears of the Farwcll Tri.
J. B. Briscoe has recently purMiss B. P. Wolwoith of Chicago Is bune was a Cbvis visitor Monday.
chased the home of J. M. Love on
North Mitchell street. This is one of a guest of Mrs. G. S. Woodward on
J. G. Gilliland has recently moved
North Pile street.
the nicest homes in the Licbelt
to Clovis from his farm in the
Heaters and Cook Stoves all kind,
J. Frank Noei has recently pur- all prices for all people.
Dr. J. W. Hale of Gradv was
chased two thousand head of sheep,
in
town Tuesday. Dr. Hale will have
a thousand from Colorado and a
a
public Bale of some live stock on
thousand from the western part of
Tuesday, November 2.rih.
the state.

Program at
254.

New arrivals in the popular slipon styles, fishtail
styles
in pretty colors of peacock blue, turquois, salmon and
American beauty m color combination, at

Men's Underwear

I

WE KEEP A FRESH CTCCK

Ladies' Slipon Sweaters
GO. GO

pletion now.

See Our Candy Department

DON'T FORGET THE CHILDREN.

Mom

J. W. Mordecai, who has the cin-trafor the Baptist hospital, says
the work will be pushed to rapid comElbows,
Shovels.

S12.50

to

For winter wear, in jacket and eont sti-,,.,.1,.
,
' .
.
..
i
i j.
""'""i
rom.uoy
and iusiion materials. Sheep lined and imitation chamois lined. New numbers coming all the time
See them while we have them.

All the big song hits from the musical play "The Only Girl." Get one
before they are all gone.
CROFT MUSIC CO.

Pacifier.

&5.50

Men's Goats and Jackets

Rev. R. B. Freeman spent two or
three days in Lubbock this week attending the West Texas Conference.

ct

Wa have everything for the Baby' comfort, as Baby Food,
Talcum Powder, Water Bottle, Nursing Bottle, Nipple and

to

S10. 00

Men's bootees at

materialize.

ror-.ir-

S3.50

Several styles in Men's And IWs' heaw tan colored
Itootees, with buckle tops. Hoys' bootees at

Spurenberger will go to Albuquerque the latter part of the week
A. J.

Several boxing bouts were planned

New

to

ma-

Men's and Boys Bootees

for Tuesday night but were called off
on account of the fighters failing to

Victrolas and Grafonolas

Colors oxford and

roon.

Mirs Mattie Page McKowan of
Portales has accepted a position in
the A. J. Whiting store.

Toilet Articles

A full lina of Toilet Waters, Perfumea,

returned

from a visit with relatives in
Texas.

EMEMBKK The store where
vo
fan gpi the best millinery for rea- sonable )rices.
KMKMBKIl The store where
vo
...
K('T
'finoti.s (Johl M,(I,i
toilet fiood.s.
KM EM Mill

The store where
you
'nn pet all kinds of hand w,.rL

Wie in and make your Christmas
order.

MISS LUCY TURNER
Swartz Building

I
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Church News
Item of Intrest In Clovi

Church

Circles

'

METHODIST CHURCH

Services at the Methodist Church
Sunday Nov. 16th. Sunday School
a. m. Come and help ui reach
the 400 mark, clauea and room for
all.
Dr. R. L. Ruuell, Secretary of the
Board of Miuioni of Nashville,
Tenn., a personal friend of the pastor, will preach morning and evening.
You will miss a treat if you fail to
hear Dr. Russell.
R. B. FREEMAN, Pastor.

t:6

.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

,j
'

,

ft

HAVENER ITEMS

The services to be held in this
church on next Sunday are as fallows:
t Sunday School at 9:45 a, m. Be
there.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
Subject: "He Wist Not."
Evenlpg worship at 7:18 o'clock.
Subject: "The
"
We shall be glad to have you worship with us at these services. We
will endeavor ti make you feel welcome in God's House and it will also
be our hope to do you good.
TED P. HOLIFIELD, Pastor.
Touch-Stone.-

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
We had two splendid services Sunday with additions at both. The
Bible School bit but few on account
of the unpromising weather. The services net Sunday will be: 9:00 a. m.
Bible School.
11:00, Communion
and preaching.
1:00 p. 1n. Junior
Meeting. 6 :00, Intermediate C. E.
7:09, evening worship and preaching.
The movement for the building of
a parsonage Is becoming more popular and wDk on same is expected to
beglti soon
The prayer meeting on Wednesday
evening Is growing better and better.
It la, or should be, one of the most
spiritual services of the week and you
should not miss.
Be In your place next Lord's day.
JETT, Minister.

IN.

"WHERE ARE THE

GUNS?

If we remember rightly, among the
terms of the armistice was one de
manding that the Gormans hi"1 over
to the allies the
Runs with
which they bombarded Paris.
So far as the public records go
none of these pieces has, as yet, been
delivered, and we are inclined to
think thnt thry have shared the fate
of the captured German flags, which,
with characteristic want of good faith
. were publicly burned by Gorman offi
cers on the Unter di'n Linden,
The
"Bifr Berthas," the dismantled foundations of which were
found by our troops during the Ger
man debacle, are not these weapons,
call
but were pieces of IS or h
her of considerable less range.
Scientific American.

Mr. and Mrs. Kunish of Topeka,
Kansas, recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
C. J. Shoup.
Fern, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Nelse Anderson, who has
been quite sick, is slowly recovering.
Mr. and Mrs. Libby of Lincoln,
Nebraska, who are moving to Los
Angles, stopped off and made Frank
Hurley and family a week's visit.
W. C. Tharp has gone to Oklahoma
to look after his farm interests there.
Mr. Mickey and family have moved
e
into the building joining the
building.
F. J. Smith, living sjuth of St.
Vrain, has been in the neighborhood
buying up cattle to ship.
Mr. Dewey Mitchell has purchased
a fine new Ford car for the mail
route.
Frank Hurley went to Portales and
bought a few good Holstein cows the
first of the week,

hoppor

post-offic-

We insist on Early Buying. Our stock h com-plet- e
with pretty things and we can not get
without a great deal of difficulty.
re-orde-

rs

GEOLOGISTS LOCATE HERE
One of the most recent additions
to the long list of oil companies that
have read the signs and have come
to New Mexico, is the L. Ansel White
Company of Oklahoma City and Dallas, which has established its New
Mexico office at Cbvis in the A. L.
Gurley Broomcorn office.
Mr. White, president of the company, has been doing geological work
in the eastern side of the state for
more than a year, and has thought
enough of the oil and gas prospects
to import a corps of experienced
geologists and open consulting offices.
Clarence Z. Logan, now associated
with the company, was for two 'years
connected with the Oklahoma State
Geological Survey, and was later division chief geoiogist for the Empire
Gas and Fuel company Id West Virginia. J. B. Whisenant and Thomas
J. Galbraith, now with the company formerly conducted consulting offices
in Dallas, Texas.
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Libby Cut Glass
Pickard China
Ivory Goods
Diamonds
Watches

I

llzzh P&sezger

Cm

AND TRUCKS
Nash passenger cars are Nash
built ninety three per cent
complete, in the one hundred
acre Nash factory at Kenoaha.
This is the big reason far the
splendid account they have given
and are giving of themselves in
tho hands of owners from coast

man Fountain
Pens

.

IV

M

Complete line of
112 N. MAIN

Jewelry and
Jewelry Novelties

ST.

CLOVIS, N.M EX,

"
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GEOLOGICAL MAP
'

'
.

2L nCÍSvTj

.hifníZ'"1 ""J all the
panys
in Cbvis, and will leave shortly for ping formations In the state has been
Chicago, where he will open another compiled by the L. Ansel White com- .
branch office of the. company.
pany, and will be ready for distribu- fX,C0'

"

t

'

ÍN THE SAME BOAT
Sentry Haiti Who's theret
In addition to showing geological
VolceFriend.
.
' the map wiU ate. include .tourist .
I
Give the
d
one
rouM nd nú Unc,- - nd iu
VoicJ-I don't know it I forgot it
of the most complete maps of New
Sentry Pass friend. I've forgot
'
Mexico ever published.
ten it myself.

tion In a short time.

to coast
Thnuiuniis of Nash Sixes now
in uie, by the high character of
then- - service, are proving daily

,

pass-wor-

toundnoM of Nash manufac-

turing pslii'ier, and the fact that
any product bearing the Nash
nameplnto docs represent qual-

1ISTEN, fellows, to some straight talk. Many a
when he gets to be 40, misses some-thin- g.

ity to an unusual degree.
deThe heavy and nation-wid- e
mand for the Nash Six is but a
reflection of their good perform
ance for every motoring purpose.
All Nash cars get their unusual power, quietness and economy
of operation from the Nash Perd
Motor.
fected

He may have lots of money and a fine
family,

Co.
h
At Naw Stale Garage

Miller-Nas-

"Why is your little
Brother nomad Bill?"
First Class Scout "Because he
was born on the first of the month."

'

He never "got out and saw things". After he
gets settled down, it's too late.
Every man wants to see the world. No man
likes to stand still all his life. The best time to
TRAVEL is when you're young and lively
right NOW!
Right NOW your UncleSam is calling, "Shove
off!" He wants men for his Navy. He's inviting
you! It's the biggest chance you will ever get to
give the world the once over!
The Navy goes all over tle world sails the
Seven Seas squints at the six continents that's
its business. You stand to see more odd sichts.
wonderful scenery and 6trange people than you
ever dreamed of.

Valve-in-Hea-

Tenderfoot

but

HOBART R. MILLER
Clovis, N. M.

v
4

.

You'll work hard while you work. You'll play
hard while you play. You'll earn and learn. You"1
get, in addition to "shore-leavea y
straight
vacation which is more than the average bank
president can count on.
You can join for two years. When you get
through you'll be physically and mentally "tuned
up" for the rest of, your life. You'll be ready
tnrough and through for SUCCESS.
There's a Recruiting Station right near you.
If you don't know where it is, your Postmaster
will be glad to tell you.
",
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the Famous Play by America's
Foremoit Playwright.
"In Mli- aoura," bjr Augustus Thomas.

The story of a "gentleman" "who
as a cad, of an uncouth sheriff who
was a "prince," and of a girl who was
taught by bitter adventure to know
the truth. The woman he loved hnd
teen deceived and his innocent friend
Imprisoned by the murderer ilinktnir
fZZnm the lynchers in the home of thej

I

30-da-

'ln M.zzoura

girl he loved
The girl herself had
turned from him to love this fine
spoken scoundrel. Would it not be
sweet revenge to open tho door to
the mob thirsting for revenge on the
autsideT
As a stage play "In Mizzoura"
thrilled thousands, as a picture it .is
pleasing to the eye, one that will stir
the blood and touch the heart. You'U
enjoy it. Also showing a two reel
comedy and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
At the Lyceum Theatre, Saturday
night, November 15, 1919. Better
came early.

'
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Give the world
the once over

TIMF.LY

--

J'ú
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MOUNCE ITEMS

Miss Helen Johnson la preparing
to stay in Clovis a month or longer.
A Sunday School has started in the
Mounce school house, and is progressing fine.
Thirty atte::d last Sunday. Thirty isn't many. But listen!
Remember that last Sunday was only
the third Sunday of Sunday School.
SiinHiiv fli'linnl
tiiinnunt i .turf of
2:30 o'clock. The teachers are Mr.,
Massey, Mrs. Brison, Mrs. Woods
and Mis. Rice. Miss Ola Goodman'
'
I of AoarvAna
morral arv
ama
Sunday School next Sunday.
fp anil Mn T P T.l.nMA
J MM
and Mrs. Bill Black attended the sale
I
near Pleasant Hill Monday.
Mr. Edd Rice left last week for
parts in Texas.
Miss Helen Johnson spent Hallow
e'en at Melrose visiting friends. Miss
Helen reports a splendid time.
Miss Ethel Goodman spent Saturday night and Sunday with her par
ents.
Mr. Carl Howslngo was a visitor in
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HOOSIER CABINETS

Clovis

The "White Beauty," the finest kitchen cabinet
made in America. We have a complete stock Let
us show them to you.

SEELEY MATTRESSES
Guaranteed for 20 years. You spend

one-thir- d

of

your time in bed. Why not enjoy your sleep on a
good, mattress the best made? We have the exclusive agency in Clovis.

Magic City Funútare Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.

Grady school

1

still leading as she

ONLY TWO SPEEDS

hat been doing heretofore.
LOCUST GROVE NOTES

Winter time is coming and the
farmers are anxious to get through
They are hauling
with their crop.
cure this week.
Mrs. Dobbs of Portales is visiting
h
daughter, Mrs. Taybr, this week.
Mrs. R. N. Hagler is suffering from
a very bad hand, haven't learned the
cause.
Mrs. Williams, Mr. Osborne and
.
Mrs. Tom Randol visited
Owens
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebb Randol made a
flying trip to Clovis on Thursday afternoon.
t
We experienced a rather cool wjnd
and a little snow Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Randol and
daughter, Gladys, spent Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. La Duke
Mrs. Sam Randol visited Tuesday
and Wednesday with Mrs. Osborne.
Mrs. Ruth Wiggins called on them in
the afternoon.
Miss Dovie Taylor and a few of
her friends from up north visited with
home folks Sunday afternoon.
Our teachers. Misses Bledsoe and
Odom were in CI avis Saturday attending the Teachers' meeting.
Ira W. Taylor and boys are heading on the Reeves farm noar Texico
this week.
Mrs. Leona Oüborne and children
visited her mother, Mrs. T. J. Randol
Saturday.
Mrs. Hord Douglas of Mulcshoe
and Mrs. Sam Randol visited their
mother, Mrs. Vaughn of Union Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Owens called on Mrs. T. J.
Randol Wednesday afternoon
Ebb Randol and Mr. Billy Williams
aiade a business trip to Clovis
afternoon.
Our butchers butchered a cow Saturday morning, which they bought
from Sam Randol.
J. M. Hagler reccieved first prise
on corn at the Boys' and Girls' Club
Fair in Clovis.
Mr. Sam Randol and wife visited
at Mulesboe Saturday night and
M:-s-

v

A general in the A. E. F. found his
ration train held up by a
mule driven by a sleepy negro.
"Get a move on you!" he shouted.
"Sorry, boss," replied the negro.
"Dis mule ain't got but two moves,
an' de other's slower dan dis one.

4444444444444444

slow-movin- g

I

Our stock must be reduced and

order to greatly reduce it before
taking stock, we are making the
in

lowest possible cash prices.

Hats for
$18.00 Hats for- $15.00 Hats for
$25.00

upon

purchasing

Mrs. M. P. Wright's Ladies Furn-

ishing business, I ordered a lot of
$15.00

pretty new things and they arc

$12.60

coming in and will be shown at my

$10.00

opening on Tuesday, Nov. 18th.

A special line of hats from $7.50
to $2.00.

Immediately

Worth twice the money.

I

will have suits, coats, dresses and

ladies'

ready-to-we- ar

of all kinds.

Greatly reduced prices ,on Tarns
and children's hats. Don't fail to

An extra nice line of ladies' waists.

see them before buying.

some special reductions are going

a

We have

These goods were bought right and

it

to be made on our opening days.

Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne.

Mrs. 8. Orissamore.

hat for you. Come and see

GFiaiore Mísbó
Mrs. S. Orissamore

Mrs. I. B. L. Osborne

CRADY SCHOOL NOTES

Grady school is now booming. We
have 137 pupils on the roll
Others have made application and
will enter if satisfactory accommoda
tions can be made. We also have five
of the best teachers in the state and
they are all on the job.
The classes are now well arranged
and most of the pupils working faith
fully and successfully. Our principal
Mr. Rhotan, believes in work, work,
work
absolutely.
The labors of
Hercules may have been work, but
the Grady pupils have their doubts.
The beautiful days which we are now
having, sometimes make us Vish for
a short vacution, but we must remember that "Ornament is but the gilded
shore to a most dangerous sea."
Two literary societies have been
organized und ate getting in line for
the year's work. Each society meets
on Friday afternoon and renders a
program.
The programs for next
rnday are already beinir prepared.
We extend a cordial invitation to
every one.
This week brought quite an ex
citement to our school a startling
announcement of a case of small pox
in town. Immediately we were lined
up and turned over to Dr. Hale. If
his medicine "takes" Grady will be a
school for cripples next week. So far
there has been only one case of the
disease and it is convalescent.
Twelve students of our school were
Willis Wiggins is hauling off his
present at the Boys' and Girls' Enheads this week.
The teachers
All who are not attending Sunday campment last week.
I school anywhere else, have special In were present on Friday night and
Both teachers and stu
vitations to attend at Locust Grove. Saturday.
We are having large crowds and much dents were royally' entertained.
Grady school received a challenge
interest is being taken. But we expect to do much better when wa get from Bcllview for a game of basket
our new literature. Come one and all ball. Grady not having Its basket
ball supplies cannot take them up at
CROSS-EYEJANE.
the present, but as soon as we are
prepared will accept the challenge,
The five teachers from our school
attended the teachers' meeting which
CRADY ITEMS
was held at Clovis Nov. 8th. We all
are very much pleased to know that
the next one will be held at Grady.
(Received too late for last
We intend to make the day as pleasant as possible for them.
Grady offers apologies for her
Annie L. Gamble, a student.
short story this week.
We are resting from our trip to the
If its news The News wants it.
Boys' and Girls, Club Encampment.
Phone us. No. 97.
Sut-urda- y

i

The whole of Grady is being vaccinated for the small pox. We are
sorry to have to do this but we must
in order to hold our school.
Mr. and Mrs. Stout are the proud
parents of
new girl. It looks as
if Grady will continue to have society
leaders in the future as in the past.
Next week we promise to write a
story of our trip to Clovis.
Our school society is progressing
nicely.
We will soon have basketball teams
of both boys and girls.
SUNSHINE.

Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. J, R. Johnson have
purchased a new buggy.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Sexton are the
proud parents of a new baby boy.
Mr. Martin is visiting his ton, Lake,
this week.
Mr, J. 0. Johnson called on Mr. J.
R. Vivian Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mn. J. R. Johnson were
visitors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Sexton Sunday.
Mr. Haskin is driving a new Ford
car.
Mrs. Sexton's sister who lives in
Kansas is visiting her.
Miss Helen Johnson from this com
munity and several young folkj from
Clovis motored to Texico Saturday
night where they attended a dance.
Dr. Board and son were visitors in
this community Monday afternoon.
We wonder who was so disappoint
ed Sunday night
BRIGHT EYES.

Commencing Nov. 8th

.

Pretty New Things
Are Coming

now

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Every Ford Owner Should Know
Just what Ford Service

is, and why it is different from ordinary garage seris
vice, and why it more profitable to patronize the Authorized Ford Dealer?
The Ford Dealer is a part of the ll'ig Ford Family. He carries a large stock of
genuine Ford parts for repairs and replacements so you don't have to wait
while he sends for them, and he uses only genuine parts because he knows

parts aren't dependable and don't wear.
garage with tools that enHe has a thoroughly equipped
able his Ford Mechanics to efficiently and properly make any repair from a
minor adjustment to a complete overhaul. And when the work is finished, his
bill represents tho reasonable, standard Ford prices.
Now, we are Authorized Ford Dealers a part of that great Ford Service organization which was formed chiefly to put within each community a dealer
who would have móre than a passing interest in Ford repairs and adjustments".
We are prepared and equipped to render prompt, careful Ford service.. Drive
in or 'phone and we'll come after your car.

JONES & LINDLEV
AGENTS

Operating Highway Garage

THE CLOVIS NEWS. THURSDAY. NOV.
bread, parker house and cinnaman
where they will take the Scottish Rite
rolls. Phone 164. Emm I.
degrees In Masonry. They will return by way of Albuquerque and take
the Shrine. Hobart Miller will loin
For Sale flnnil t,.am
-- i.i
...... .. wn Ua ........
J IBl U1U
horses, weight 1200 lbs. each, good them in Albuquerque and take, this
work.
... general. - rnce izqu
for team and
B. L. Hawk was in from Grady last
harness. Will take maize or kafflr In
trade or cash. Apply to W. L. Ash- Friday marketing wheat and shaking
ley, Mexico Commission Co. Phone hands with his many Clovis friends.

CLASSIFIED

iADS :
'

RATE
le Per Word Per

tana
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For Salo Latest model Bulck four
For Rent or Lease Quarter sectouring car in excellent condition tion of land one (1)
mile from Havl'hone 251.
ener, N. M., (known as the Bailey J.
House quarter section,) 60 acres In
For Sale Two registered Jersey
cultivation,
with privilege of breakImlis.one iour yean oiu ana one B;X ing
out more sod. Moncv rent nn.
J. A. Collini, Route
months old.
ferrcd. Addresa Mrs. Kate House,
A.
2126 Hearst Avenue, Berkley, Cal- in.jn.ttn
house on South "oniia.
For Sule
Thornton. Reasonable payment down
good terms on balance.
617 West

(rand. "
LOCAL MENTION

For Sale Team good young Spanish mules, well broke and lots of pep.
K. Miller, City Water
and Light
.
I'lant.
For Sale

4

rabbits.

3

bred

number of loads of wheat came.
in from the plains the post week. The'
farmers came after coal and brought
the wheat along to save an extra trip
to market south to the Santa Fe. The
freight rates have not been adjusted
and the roads are in noor film. n
Tucumcari has not been a good mar
ket for the wheat cron.. It is honed
this matter will be adjusted before
another year rolls around. Tucum
cari Sun.

An-pn-

M2 North Connolly.
Hulf section of good
To Trade
land southwest of Grady, 40 acres
liroke. To trado for Clovis property.
J. E. Adams, Clovis, N. M.

For Sale A registered Poland
China bonr lust spring pig. Call on
r address W. F. Wagner, 3 miles
north and 1 cast of Clovis. I'll one
W. B. Odell sold his splendid farm
423 F3.
tf
three milts east of Clovis this week.

The Reagan Land and Cattle ComLost lire irom overland car,
pany making the denl. Mr. Odell has
filled with Essonkáy filler, nearly
480 acres of very fine land and has
Clotiffc
Goodyear
new
on streets of
enough crop this year to about pay
vis Tuesday. Finder please return to
foe the land on which it grew.
It
Clovis News Office. O. O. Studyvin.
e
I will take orders for
bread, cakes, doughnuts, cookies,

W. Malone was here

nut- -

And offered love and honor.
Which did ohe choose?

from Here

ford the first of the week. Mr. Ma
lone formerly lived in Clovis but
moved to Hereford a few months ago
to be more conveniently located to
his ranch near there.

J

)

A COURSE in
will
help you in any walk of life. It will
help the Lawyer, Doctor, Merchant,
Clerk or Farmer. Don't pass it by.
when it's worth so much and costs so
little. This course can be had af the
Clovis Commercial College.
book-keepin- g

;
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Mr. W. C. Zerwer sold his 160 acre'
five miles north of Clovis this
week to a Mr. Vogcs, who will rnsve
on the land the coming year. Reinan Land and Cattle Co., negotiaing
the deal
It

farm

I

RIGHT OF WEIGHT
"Why did you turn out for that
truck? According to the traffic rules
you had the right of way."
"Yes," answered Mr. Cuggins, patiently. "But the truck had the right
of weight."

it

1

,,.rvi ,

'

NMÍZZOURA

'

By AUGUSTUS THOMAS
The crisis of three lives hinged on his action! One man,
ead and a murderer, cringing behind the skirts of a woman whose life he had sought to ruin. '
The girl, frantic with fear, crushed by the sudden realization of the fate she had escaped.
The sherif f,came for his man his rival to the homo of
her who had scorned his love for the love of a scoundrel.
Outside, a howling mob thirsting for revenge. Should
that not have its prey?
Truly, it is a moment that searches the soul. Yot it is
only one of the tremendous scones in the master drama by
America's famous playwright. As a stage play it thrilled
thousands. As a picture it will afford you a big evening's
entertainment.
a

Of

f
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T. B. Stout of Hollene was in Clovis Wednesday. Mr. Stout says that
the threshing is gutting about all
done 111 his immcdiute neighborhood.
It was delayed somewhat on account
of the shortage of coal.

its news The News wants
J. A. Nichols and J. S. Lindley left I
the first of the week for Santa Fe, Phone us. No. 97.

home-mad-

Her Love-- One
wore city clothes and a waxed mustache
The other wore the garb of a Westerner

Two Men Strove for

fc

A

does, one Belgian hare buck.
Does $1.6 each, buck $1.25.
Apply

J.

13, 1919.

;

Also a Dandy Good

EVERY

Comedy

Two-Re- el

and
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

man who eonies to us
is entitled to the

best values 'his money will buy;
we're making it our business to
see that he gets just that. We

-- AT THE

Ml

do it by polling him
Copyright t9I9,IIsrtSchaffnr&Marx

Hart Schaffner & Marx
Clothes
DOUBLE BREASTED3

SINGLE BREASTEDS

The now models have a distinct ive look; you never saw
just those styles before; they

All figures don't look well ir

are ro good that we know
you'll say so.

sort; just as good, just as

the double breasted style;
we have plent of the other

NOVEMBER 15th

TRY TO GET IN

'

stylish.

TELEPHONE
(From Farm Bureau

The home of llárt Schaffnor

&

tant project has not received thé attention that it should have. However, the matter is now being taken

Marx clothes

Sig Shipment of Ybung Men's Suits

Come and get yours.

News.)

Due to the fact that farmers and
business men have been so busy all
during the harvest seaeon this impor-

MANDELL'S.
Received.

'

Just

up through the Chamber of Commerce and the Farm Bureau and will
be pushed as one of the main projects
in Curry C aunty, and a rural telephone system built which all farmers
may be proud of.
Arrangements
have been made
with the Mountain States Telephone
Company to furnish a telephone engineer to go over the entire project
and give estimate, on the entire proposed system. We are expecting an
engineer here any time, and as soon
aa his estimates are in, an organisa

tion will be perfected which will puch
this thing to completion.
We have estimates on cost of
from the Mines A Smelter Sup-fl- y
Co., of Denver, Colo., which are
very pleasing and satisfactory. These
materials are standard, and sicc we
anticipate using a large amount, they
have given us a very liberal reduction on the price and therefore, the
system can be built far much less
than we first anticipated. The farmers in all parts of the county are interested in this project and are
clamoring for a telephone.
But as
above stated, due to the busy season
it ha. ben delayed until they could
give it more consideration. The time
has now Arrived when more attention
can be given this matter and we hsp.
within a very short time operations
will begin.

LEG STENCILING TABOOED
BY GIRLS IN COLD WEATHER.

mi-tiria- ls

fa.

Wichita, Kan., Nov. 11. The
of stenciling the legs as a cnmouflu-j-fo- r
silk stockings may work in California, but take it from the eight
"Mack Sennett" girls who wore hetw-n- t
the International Whent shaw thef-d- o
not prove satisfactory in co'tsi
weather.
"Silk stockings are so terribrjr
high," explained one of the girto after they had received a "warm," reception when they appeared witfc-thelstenciled stockings on the
streets. "But goodness! It turneé
cold here, and silk is
little wurtnw
than stencil wjrk, I'll say."

r

Mrs. Carl Miller and little son wuO
return Saturday from WeUtmw,,
Kansas, where they have been- vmfcü-In- g

relatives.
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To rwu your own homo puts you on a higher

piano with your neighbors, gives you hotter
credit at the Bank and elsewhere. Should misfortune overtake you, you have a place to lay
vouv head. Take

our1

advice.

BUILD A HOME.

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costs

No More To

Build It Right"

Clovis, N. M.

Phone 15

NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Curry County, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the eitate of Joseph
C. Hinds, deceased.
Xo. 178.
Notice it hereby given that S. A.
Jones, administrator herein has filed
his final report as administrator of
said estate above mentioned together
with his petition praying for his discharge and the Hon. C. V. Steed,
Judge of the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, has sot the 5th
day of Janyary, 1920, at the hour
ef ten o'clock, A. M., the same being
a regulur term da" of said court, at
the court room of said Court in Clovis
Curry County, New Mexico, as the
day, time and place for hearing objections, if any there be, to said report and petition.
Therefore, any person or persons
wishing to object are hereby notified
to Me their objections with the County Clerk of Curry County, New Mexico, on or before the day set for said
hearing;.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.
By OLA DEVITT,
Deputy.

Roberts, dee'd, of Mill Creek, Okla.,
who, on April 13th, 191ft, made
Horn steac, entry, No. 013870, for
SEW Sec. 12, T. 1 N., R. 33 E., Lots
3, 4, E',4 SW4. Section 7, Township
1 N
R. 34 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, widow
before Ira E. Billingslea, Judge
County Court, Chandler, Okla., witnesses before C. A. Scheurich, U. S.
Commissioner, at Clovis, N. M., on
the 10th day of Dec, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Ben
Miller, of Portales, N. M., Bob Shoop,
of Portilles, N. M., Clyde Shoop, of
Havener, Clyde Wultman, of Por
tales N. M.
W. U. McC.ILL,

ttate of Ohio. City of Tjtodo,
Lucu County, ia.
Frank J. Cheney make oath that
ti senior partner of the Arm of F.

tat
J.
City

Cheney ft Co., doing bunlnaaa In th
of Toledo, County and fltate aforeuld,
and that laid firm will pav the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for earn
and every rue of Catarrh that rannot be
cnrr-by the use of HALL'S CATARRH
MRDICINK.
FRANK J. CHKNET.
Sworn to before in and subm ribed In
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
my presence, this 6th day oí Dwember,
A. D. 1S8C.
A. W. OLF.ASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
I
Medicine
Hnll'i Catarrh
taken InDepartment of the Interior, U. S. ternally
and jicti
the Blood on
Land Office at Ft. Sumner, N. M., the Mucnua Surfaces n( the System. Bend
for testimonials, freo,
Oct. 11th, 1919.
F. J. CHENEY
CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druairlsta, 75c.
Notice is hereby given that Mary
Hall's Family Fills for constipation.

Roberts,

"I Just feel so well pleased with
the wonderful good Tunlac has done
me that I wish everybody in the
world knew what a great thing it
is," was the stutcmvnt made recently
by Mrs. J. F. Bond, who lives at 421
East First St., Long Beach, Gal.,
when she called at the Owl Drug
Co., in Los Angeles, a few days ago.
"In February I had a very severe
operation and afterwards I could not
get back to my normal condition,"
"My stomach didn't
she continued.
function properly, and I would suffer from indigestion and sour gas.
I lost my appetite entirely and fell
only
off rapidly until I veighed
eighty-nin- e
pounds. I was as nervous as I could be and couldn't bear
to hear any little, noise out of the
Gas would form on my
ordinary.
stomach and at times I would have
awful smothering spells, and often
at night I would have to sit up for
hours to get my breath. Sleep was
out of the question for I would roll
and toss all night long, and when I
got up in the morning I could hardly
tell I had been in bed at all. I also
In spite
suffered from constipation.
of all the medicines I tried I got
worse instead of better.
"One day I saw a testimonial in
the paper about a case very similar
to mine, and the wonderful results
derived by the use of Tanlac. I got
a bottle at once, and sir, I could tell
immediately that I was getting better.
and by the time I had finished my
fourth bottle I had recovered completely. My stomach wes never in
better condition, and I have no trouI'm not
ble at all with indigestion.
the least bit nervous, and don't have
those awful smothering spells any
more. I sleep good all night long,
and.when I get up every morning I
feel fresh and fine. I eat anything
I want, and have already gained eight
pounds. I'm never constipated now.
Tanlac is a splendid medicine, and
I'm thankful for it has made me a
happy woman. No, I don't care if
you publish this statement for if I
can help even one suffering person
to health and hapiness by publishing
my experience with Tanlac I will
be repaid."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mean
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Advertisement.)
& Pool.

widow of William Hamby

Three lists are given of seven win
ders. What are known as the seven
wonders of the ancient world are:
Pyramids of Egypt, Pharos of Egypt,
hanging gardens of Babylon, temple
of Diana at Ephesus, statue of Jupi
ter by Phideas, mausoleum of Artemlsia, Colossus of Rhodes. Those of the
middle ages were: Coliseum of Rome,
catacombs of Alexandria, great wall
of China, Stonehcngc, leaning tower
of Pisa, porcelain tower of Nankin,
mosque of St. Sophia in Constantinople. One list of the seven wonders
of the new world are: Wireless tele
phone, airplane, radium, antiseptics
and antitoxins, spectrum pnnlysis,

NOTICE OF SUIT

of mon-

ey to deposit, would you select a

conservative

or

over-- 1 i

be

r vA

'

Hank?

Conservative, of Course

That's Us
The

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength, we stand
first.

'
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If you want to know what rare and
unusual enjoyment Camels provide

M W$ 7

r.

In the District Court of furry County
Xew Mexico.
Mrs. I.illie Dillinifslcy, Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 1534
Mary Drice, et nl, Defendants.
The State of New Mexico to Mury

TV..:!:

smoke them in comparison with any
cigarette in the world at any price!
are a cigarette revelation any
consider them! Take quality,
or refreshing flavor and fragrance; or, that

CAMELS

you
wonderful
Yet
smoke!
cigarette
never before got in a
so
and
so
Camels are
you marvel that so much delight could be put into a cigarette!
mellow-mild-smoothne-

ss

full-bodi- ed

... ,

m
m

I

Smohort

t

raaii

M
that tht valum it in
tht cigarottot and do
not txpoct promiumt M
or coopon.'

f

Camels expert blend of choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes them

I

so irresistibly appetizing! And, the blend
explains why it is possible for you to smoke
Camels liberally without tiring your taste!

You will prefer Camels to either kind

of tobacco smoked straight!

YouH realize pretty quick, too, that
among the many reasons you smoke Camels
y
is their freedom from any unpleasant
aftertaste or unpleasant cigarettyodor!

CdiiMa aro anjrf ever
in meiantiñcally amolad parft.
ajfaa of 20 tigaroUoa; or fen
ptchagot (200 atarotta) in e

ciga-rett-

Wo oirontly roeommond thim
oorton fiar tho homo or orHao
npply or nen you I raval.

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO..

.i
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY COUNTY

I!

i;.'

N.

a.

C

'':J

.

I

(Al Drug Storu)
Poaltlwly mlves (he (wnblem
01

Real Service!

infantile huwuuiuoo,
aaolhac'a
Bill. harr to
thaiunw f
ruia. Mure nu
tntinua, riilier
thu kr, mure
natural

Neereet

dift

suant to the provisions of an Act of
Congress approved June 20th, 1910,1
the laws of the State of New Mexico,
and the rules and regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer at public
sale to the highest bidder at ') o'clock
Gth,'
Junuury
A. M., on Tuesday,
1Ü20, in the town of Clovis, County!
of Curry, Stute of New Mexico, in
front of the court house therein, the!
following described tracts of land.j

CUaT

MM K

ULoXAH k.U
Wltrirrt
toll! bydruci il 5

We are now feeding mora
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There ia a
reason for this. Wc are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

V. Steed

C.

OPEN ALL NICHT
We have adopted

i,

Hiice, formerly Mary Binwn, and
H. A. Brice, her husband, and all
unknown claimants:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that a suit hns been filed
against you in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
Mrs. Lillic Billingslcy is plaintiff and
yourselves are defendants in cause
number 1534 on the civil docket of
said court. You are notified that the
general objects of said action is to
foreclose a mortgage for $00.00 and
interest upon Lots 2 and 3, in block
11, Marshall Heights Addition to the
City of Clovis, New Mexico, given by
defendunts to the plaintiff and for a
sale of said lots to satisfy same; and
that unless you appear and answer
or plead in said cbukp on or before
the 10th day of December, 1919,
judgment will be rendered against
you by default; that the attorney for
the plaintiff is A. W. Hockcnhull,
whose business address is Clovis, New 1920.
Witness my hand and the official
Mexico.
State Land Office of the
Witness my hand and the seat of seal of the
State of New Mexico, this eighth day
said Court at Clovis, New Mexico, of October, 1910.
N. A. FIELD,
this 14th day of October, 1919.
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
of New Mexico.
County Clerk.
First publication Oct. 16, 1919.
By Ola Divitt.
Last publication Dec. 20, 1910.

Win.ton-S.les-

t..:',

GOAT MILK.

Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Fc, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pur

All of Sec. 36, T.
containing 640.0U
acres. The improvements consists oi
houses, barns, corrals, well, windmill,
tank, fencing, orchard, value $5,100.
r.
Sale No. ltfftl All of Bee.
N., R. 36 E., containing 640.00
acres. The improvements consist oi
well, and fencing, value $950.00.
No bid on the above described
tracts of land will be accepted for
less than TEN DOLLARS ($10.00)
per acre, which is tho appraised value
thereof, and in addition thereto the
successful bidder must pay for the
improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
such sale,
his agent holding
of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs inci
dental to the sale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sale and which said amounts and
all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico, if Un
successful bidder does not execute a
contract within thirty days after it
has been mailed to him by the State
Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option
make payments of nut less than
per cent of
of ninety-livthe purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the date of the
contract and to provide for the payment of any unpaid balance at the
expiration of thirty years from the
date of the contract with interest on
deferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum payable in .id
vanee on the anniversary of the date
of the contract, partial payments to
be credited to the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following
the date of tender.
The above sale of land will be sub
ject to valid existing rights, case'
menta, rights of way and reserva'
tions.
All mineral rights in the above described lands are reserved to the
State.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such sale re
serves the right to reject any and al
bids offered at said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tracts will
he given on or before October 1st,

.

Once you know Camels you won't
take much stock in premiums, coupons
or gifts! You '11 prefer Camel quality!
R.

Sale No. 13.10
OF THE WORLD 2 N., R. 35 E

If its news The News wants it.
Phone us. No. 07

If you had a large sum

.i.i.iin.m.

m;

viz:

SEVEN WONDERS
316

ffo-- v'r,
l

.M,.n.n,ii:,i

REGAINING
WEIGHT AND
STRENGTH
RAPIDLY SINCE
TAKING TANLAC.

Register.
For Rent Front bedroom.
North Walluce.

oTl
iV.&w.vw"l

...."ir

a new polrestaurant
open all night Thii will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how lato they are In getting in
at night or how early they want
icy of keeping our

Undertaker and
Embalmer
Mm after Clovis Cemetery

to get out in the morning.

Phone 14 Roth Day and Nlfht.

0gg& Boss Cafe
Open All Night

After you eat always take

'ATOMIC
I

(Tor

your"

Agio-tcmaci-

nstpntly relie ves Heartburn, Bloated Cauy Feeling. Slope food Souring,
nihicrius.
repeating, and all ato-iuir.Midigcttion and appetite.
pi ftorrarh
1

tí

O
o

o

ti
co

tvvvutmid atrtintf. incrcawf a Vitality unu l'u.
KATONin li the hmt rmedy. Tent 'if t hon-- a
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Orilyc-Mitn-

.ndr.

iitlvlyfiimi4i

ortvii d .y t. una It.
o. plun or vi will

money.

K.A

1
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.vt'. Vn will
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
ClovU, N. M.

Phone No, 97 for job printing.
Phono

us.

No. 07.

u

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.;

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211

AMBULANCE

SERVICE
Night Phone 235

FORD OWNERS Be Happy
GET A CHAMPION SPARK GENERATOR
Save gnMolino. Start your car
easy. No kick. Also save plugs. Price $.50.

For your

Hardy & Lewis

L

Distributors for Curry County, New Mexico.

109 North Mala St.,

.1 R.m,y

.j

Wllki-rsoB'-

s

Office
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Smith & Hyatt

Building Is On The Boom In Clovis
,0 'ttrBU,,

m.t.rin!n!ly'w.U.r,UipP

I

lumúr

"tm"J- -

bllL

"Wnf

M l"ur

in the building

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.

business world of Clovii they realized that there was an

I

Company

i

We have plenty of money to take
care of all food farm leans and can
five you the tame quick service that

J

fX

4,

And to those who are already married and want new furniture
we carry one of the most extensive stocks to be found anywhere in
this section of New Mexico. Your credit is food at this ttore and
you can pay for your new furniture on the installment plan. Second
hand goods bought and told.

$

Harris Furniture Company

i

Opposite Postoffice

In

two assistants

ness men.

i

Is

Crocerie., Flour Produce,
Grain and Feed.

Hay

of tailored
recognired

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

the site of Clovis. Automobile
to all parts of the city and
one of the features which has made this busi-

clothing.

44t4,44

44444444444444444t

I In Point of Strength We Stand First
Depository for th Government,
r ......... ..j .v.. ..... f ,.n.n.A

suits but this year Is making an exceptional

Sheep Industry Is Growing In f

Uni-

The furnishings

X

Is a

i

Hyatt.

should call on ma for

and

department

as to fabric and fit.

is an extensive

in-

We Will Help You To Build a Home
Call on us for paticulars

Hail and Fire Insurance
CLOVIS

.tt4v-

J. FRANK NEEL
WAV

AW.xwn

r4444444444444444444444444444444444444444-

NEW MEXICO
-

Baker Bros. Agency

Mr. Smith has lived in Clovis approximately seven years
and engaged In the tailoring business continually during
that time and is recognized ns a success along this line. Mr.
tlyutt has been here about ten years and prior to entering
the business with Mr. Smith was employed as cashier at the
Harvey House Hotel in Clovis. Both young men are noted
for their business ability and are deserving of the success
they are enjoying,

First National Bank Bldg.

-

444444444444444

state and is the popular store for the young men, both the
young proprietors helping in making it such.

maintained in Clovis, rear of

of Clovis

Real Eitata and Insurance

Farm Loans. AbttracU,

lV

sa.antajm
D.ui:n
Wv wmo
Companies.
paniet.

C.

aM

nM

Vtnm

it1ftUlanA

anuI Lnu :nurnio in. rriinüi
An inttitution with a record inca itt establishment in 1907.
r

,C.

f 4m mnal

l

f

UKuislOUiiV

H. E. BAKER

BAKER
Clovis, New Mexico
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Always Choose The Clothes of the Better Grade!

x

i
I
I

uur line ui r uiiiisnnigs iui

men anu yuung men is une ui uie mubt eAienaivc m icw icaiw aim iuw
porates all the strndard lines one 'could desire. We do cleaning and pressing that plerses, maintaining
automobile free delivery service. No matter how dainty the fabric we ean handle it satisfactorily.

44444444444444444
444444444444444444444444444444t

Smith

-

Hy a t

The House of Korrect Klothing
44444444t4444444444444444444444444

;

Farm.

Always Plenty of Money to Loan on

This department is one of the most extensive exclusive furn-

Offices

X

one and

ishings lines to be found anywhere in this section of the

wool.

X

I

THE SCHEUKICH AGENCY

everything in the nobby furnishing lines of standard grade.

buy and sell and produce

sheep

44444444444444444444444444444444444444t

cent caps, belts, ties, Arrow brand collars, Armor Plate

formation.

I

44444444444444444444444444444444

hosiery, California Glove Company's line of dress gloves and

the industry

in

X

specialty of

Deposits $439,534.86
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

includes such lines as Uanes union suits, Merit shirts, Cres-

great field for

this industry here and those
interested

Capital $23,000.00
Surplus $25,000.00

4

Ladies' Tuilored garments. The garments purchased through
these tailoring houses are guaranteed

of N.w Mexico, Curry T
T

The Clovis National Bank

houses are

&

Stat

Truly the Bank That Accomodates

This tailoring line is not confined to the making of men's

New Mexico

t

Both of these tailoring

as among the best merchant tailors in the

i

t444444444444444444444444444444

of the Kahn and Lamb lines

showing fabrics and styles are carried by Smith

..444444444444444V44444444444444444444444444444444444

There

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

ted, Stiftts and a complete and extensive line of samples

NEW MEXICO

riYiviM

Clovis Mill & Elevator Co.,

In addition to the cleaning and pressing business the

The City Drug Company
CLOVIS

th local consumar aves
th transportation charge. Extensive dealers in grain, feed and coal.

in a city

firm also has the representation

The Home Manufactured Flour

As good a grade, milled from th tarn grade of wheat as Kan-- T

livered to the owner.

Under new management the City Drug Company will install
additional lines, increase the stock and do everything possible to make
this the most completa drug store In New Mexico. Improvements
will b added throughout.

-

saa and Minnesota flours and sold cheaper as

ness develop. Every piece of work turned out by this institution goes under the supervision of one of the managers
of the store and is guaranteed satisfactory before it Is de-

and Better
Than Ever

NEW MEXICO

SUNLIGHT

delivery service is maintained

Rio-o-

i

0

manner which is a feature that is seldom found in an insti-

promptness is

-

H--t

the exception of its wear. They handle ladies dresses, no
matter how dainty the fabric, In a thorough satisfactory

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444

a

Cut Glass, Diamonds
Watches, Souvenirs

CLOVIS
44-

They can handle the most complex class of tailoring and
cleaning and return a garment almost as good as new with

tution of this kind

f

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Inspect Our Extensive Line of Holiday Goods.

of the western business

In the dry cleaning and pressing department equipment
valued Upwards to $3,000 has been installed which Includes
complete machinery for1 the cleaning and drying of clothing.

f

X

They are imbued with that spirit of

a characteristic

J

North Main Street

Official Watch Inspectors
SANTA FE

re-

west.

NEW MEXICO

X

112

man and the spirit which is rapidly developing Clovis Into

CLOVIS

í

They have Identified themselves with the Clovis

one of the principle commercial centers of the Great South-

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS

The

E. T. Jernigan & Co., Jewelers

busi-

every manner possible towards the development of the

We are enlarging our stock of inerchandite and ara now in
position to aupply the entire retail trade in the Clon trade territory.
Wa mo in.tallint completo linos of groceries, canned toad, sundries
and smokers supplise.

J

to handle the volume of business they

Chamber of Commerce and have given their assistance in

J. A. Latta Grocer Co., Inc.

X

r4
4444444The Citizens Bank of Clovis

muin-tai- n

Both members of the firm ure young progressive

?

X

the neighborhood of $3,500 and it is necessary to

have established.

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

X

Today they carry a stock of furnishings, including

progression which

444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

I

We're always ready a hand to lend,
That's why we're called THE FARMERS' FRIEND.

sources of this section.

X

Our Stnclr

manner and careful attention to business have established

bn

the most standnrd lines to be found on the market, valued

Girl and We Will Furnish the Home

X

That th Citisens Bank of Clovis is directed and managed by successful farmers and business men who hav
so engaged sine this County's organization, and are at all
times ready and willing to advise and assist you in business
matters.

Clovis.

STREET, CLOVIS, N. MEX.

Vr444444444444444t
4444444444444 i
Marry the

X

UU TUU IVUUW

Ihey established their business in the spring of 1916
in a building in the heart of the business district of the city
and from the day they first opened, with their congenial
and builded 'one of the most substantial business houses of

the public.

Whole.aU

44444444444444444444v

ing of women's dresses and dainty fabrics.

hat made our company popular with

I

44444444

handling of the daintiest of fubrics and the especial handl-

The Union Mortgage

1

E. A. STORY

all this class of business and making it possible for the

444444444444444444444444444

that in many instances

THE CASH SHOE STORE

ex-

lishment that would be up to date and capable of caring for

444444444444444444444444444

MAIN

ARE WORTH MORE THAN
MONEY TODAY

cannot duplicate our qualities at any price. Consequently
they are worth muro than money. You'll find them so.

ceptional opening here for a cleaning and pressing estab-

NEW MEXICO

SHOES

Good leather is scarce, so scare

When R. R. Smith and J. W. Hyatt decided to enter the

W. B. CRAMER, Manager.

WY"

GOOD

Tailors and Furnishers
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Stock Raising in Curry County
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1920 acres oJLfann lands, fivo miles from

'

Shallow water, level as a
floor, good house and outbuildings, two wells
county scat town.

I

and windmills.
320 acres of crop sold off this place for

'I
k

.

o

TTft

$25.00

Only $35.00 Per Acre

A BUNCH OF CURRY COUNTY "MORTGAGE LIFTERS"

-

per acre this year in the field.

graze behind the cattle, the sheep will
pick up the weeds and the grazing the
Terms, if desired.
stock won't eat and will live and
thrive. The farmer or stock raiser
I.
Land located in Texas.
will realize 100 percent profit from
his sheep and in no way will he danv
age his next year's crop of grass.
who handled sheep
cattlemen
The
.,.
during the drouth period in West
Texas and other sections of the
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lORSCHBAUM OOIHES
FOR STYLBI

al-!-

ofh'

FOR QUALITY

FOR VALUE

For Men Seeking Style,

a

Comfort and Fit

Clothes should be cut to fit
the curves of the
m
shoulders, die waist the
whole figure. Their
should be put into
them, not as an after
thought by a
sweeps of a hot iron
but slowly and skillfully, inch by inch.
And that is thc way Kirschbaum
Clothes are made.
V-

$30,35s40upto$6o
Kirschbaum Clothes fit. They
fit stylishly.
Viey fit comfortably.
They
fit becomingly,

W. I. Luikart & Go.
CLOVIS

PLENTY OF GOOD HERKFOKDS IN CURRY COUNTY
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Whiting's Variety Storo

Anything Wrong With Your Automobile?
This garage is equipped to handle all classes of repair work on
-',"""'"5 ",,u pciiiiei in electrical and battery
work, Extensive line of automobile tire and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed in this
repair department. Complete Tulcanizing plant. Butteries repaired
and recharged.
Distributor for the Willard Storaic Battery
PeaosyWanM,

Ruine,

lacking in completeness

t,.,
Mm

i he Leading and Popular Urug More of CIovis
.

carry

T

household or for wearing purposes.

...

...

I

.

Uur prescription department
T cist at all timet.

t

in charge of a registered

in spite of the

Service That Serve- s-

a variety store that is far above
In the first place the variety store operated

CIovis can boast of

the average.

in CIovis is operated by a home man who Has all his

pharma- -

Inter-i'Ht-

NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY
C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

s

DODGE AND PAIGE AUTOMOBILES
Automobile tuppliet of all kinds, Including repair w.ark and
electrical and ignition work. Curb service lor guoun

centered here instead of being operated by a chain of
stores as many of the variety stoits are handled in other

South western Drug o.
CLOVIS

wttt

fact that they are essentials in the

A

. i
t
.i
10 m louna in a metropolitan llore, includ- evervming
uarrving
inf nationally advertised merchandise, tech at Eastman Kodaks,
Victrolai, Graphonolat, Candies, Cosmetic and Toilet goods.

p

T

from a commercial standpoint.

There are hundreds of little articles thut are usually handled
in the variety store that other business institutions will not

e
1

Heating Stovet, Cook Stoves, Range, all kinds, II
prices. Stove for everybody. If you ara la need of any
kind of stove call and let us show you what w have la oar
big stock.

It takes all the various lines of business to make an up
to datf commercial center and a city without a variety store
or a 5, 10 and 15 cent store is it is commonly know is sadly

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
0 yl tvae a a

MS

WE HAVE STOVES

(By R. KENNETH EVANS)

McGraw and State distributor (or Amazon Tirei.

auu i n main a ni Ktt I

y

I

NEW MEXICO

Whiting, manager of Whiting's Variety Store, takes an

....

The Most Complete Garage In This Section ofNew Mexico

These foreign concerns usually work more detriment
to the upbuilding of a city than they do good, but A. J.

cities.

,,,
tLUIIJ

-

"

ac-

NEW MEXICO

"

"

3

t

I

tive interest in the development of the resources of Clsvis.
He operates his store not alone from the standpoint of mak-

The Oldest Established Grocery

ing it a profitable business but from the standpoint of

X

Mr. Whiting established his

Crocert and Meatt. Our meat market in connection it in charge of
experienced meat cutten and we handle only the best.

X

t

When the writer says variety store he Joes not mean

extensive business institutions

cludes a complete dry goods department,

We

............. its

i

113

e

Each department of this store is maintained separately
and in such a manner as to make it easy for the customer
to go directly to the department where he wishes to make

in the city of CIovis.

F. B. PAYNE, Manager
LA.vxxa,A
a.

Mandell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.
The Popular Shopping Center of CIovis
iM''u U1'A,IV'
CLOVIS

.
-J
in "nal .it than through a
Ana mere is no m
out and the
farm loan and with a company where the red tape it cut
borrower gets all the money he applies for without witcellaneout
Ask mea bout it.

.

handled in the Whiting store.

I
I

J

kind
The Whiting store was the first cash store of its
on a cash
to be established in the city and was established
necessary,
was
it
that
realized
basis by Mr. Whiting after he
per cent
on a credit basis, to sell his merchandise a certain
who
higher to pay off the dead accounts created by those
plun
cash
the
Under
would not or could not pay their bills.

Influence upon
But being well dressed has a f.ry material
You will always have a personal identity f
KIfTsCHBAUM suit of cloth... Our Gent. .tor. u
To" drJs. J
Mexico.
una of the mo.t complete in New

.

"THE BIO STORE"

NEW MEXICO

i'i"""

Repreuenting

we

VLUT It?

FARM LOANS
be 1. fc. Cdlint Investment Co , of Oklahoma City.
NEW MEXICO

o

t
til

,

.au

A Live Bank in A Live, Progressive City
the
An Institution established in Eastern New Mexico to meet
Essen-ti.ll- y
needs of those living in this .ection and partt of West Texas. for the
an agricultural and stockman's bank. Depos.tory
and City of
United States, State of New Mexico, County of Curry
CIovis.

Th First National Bank
Capital $100,000.00

ping places of the city.

CIovis, New Mexico.
.

....AXAJLaVtbarttAJ

of Profit
less money as there are no dead accounts to be
sell
for
to
possible
is
realizing
it
that
cash,
This store sells for
absorbed by increase in per cent of profit.

and all lines of Variety Merchandise.
Goods
Dry
Goods,
Variety
CIovis
for
of
place
The popular shopping

SELL FOR CASH

i

Deposits $706,000.00

a

fj E

tMt

AXlli.AXlXaVikiliiléffV
sv

for less.

engage
Mr. Whiting was one of the first merchants to
from the
left
few
the
of
is
one
and
CIovis
business'
in
in
city.
original merchants to establish business houses in this
He has been identified with New Mexico business interests
years.
for the past thirty-twimThis is one of the institutions that is playing an
trade
the
of
development
and
portant part in the extension
shopterritory surrounding CIovis and is one of the populur

j

H. F. YOUNG

ft is possible for
there are no such losses and as a result
him to sell

It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Man

a.

Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time

is
age merchant carrying the same lines of merchandise as

known stand- Carrying in itt men's department all
dale
A complete and up
of clothing and furnishings.
r..dr-to.w..r
l.dir. department. Clothing for the children and an
X extensive dry goods department.

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

Every article

on the shelves and counters of this atore is marked in plain
figures as to the price and the extensive buying connections
sell for below the averI. akes it possible for Mr. Whiting to

.a.

- e a a aJ.AJ.J.i.AJ.Aa.AAAéV

possible
With our threa toree our buying connection "
store
for ut to carry an extensive lina at a lower price than the one
Our ttock of Coal, Grain, Implement! and Grocerie. it
merchant.
of New Mexico. W. want your
th. most completa in this section our
stockholders.
patronage along with the 400 of

There is a competent clerk in charge of each
who thoroughly understands the management

truding place

101

Plains Buying & Selling Assn.

and one of the things Mr. Whiting insists on is courteous treatmcat to all customers and prompt
service and this is one of the rcusons why this store is such
a popular

Phone

..........a

of this department

NEW MEXICO

BUILDING

South Main

and light fixtures, toys, toilet articles, stationery and a
hundred and one other lines of merchandise which go to

department

f "The Store of Quality" nationally
the

CL()VIS

WARRINER

his purchases.

The Nunn Electric Co. of CIovis

W.

novelties, dishes,

make up a metropolitan variety store.
A A. A. A

Our extensive line of electrical appliances and fixture! will toon
he Installed in our new location, corner of Main and Monroe.. We
will carry the meat extentive line to be found in New Mexico. Will
do contract wiring of hornet and installation of electrical fixtures.
Call and visit us.

I. LUIKART & O

CHIROPRACTOR

in-

glassware, chinaware, enamelware, tinware, aluminum ware,
light hardware, cutlery, electric appliances including globes

Do It Electrically The Easy Way

.......

in Clovu carrying a line of

merchandise which will invoice in excess of (16,000 and

CIovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works
ft. A nAMPBELT.

......

Dr. C. O. WARRINER

nick-nack- s.

Ice Cream is a Food, not a Summer Luxury.
have it at all times.

t
i

TTTtTTTTTTTTtttttttt

to create the impression that this is a store with a few
On the contrary it is one of the most
cheap

GOLDEN GINGER ALE

!

é

an extensive line of merchandise.

Try Campbell's

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

a spuce of 25 by 130 feet is crammed to overflowing with

.

i

the market affords

The best

six clerks to wait on the trade and his entire store occupying

I

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

X

in 1009 and from

he has continued to grow and expand until today it takes

WEST GRAND AVENUE
X

store here

the day he fir3t opened the doors of this house for business

E. B. EASTHAM

X

CAKES, PIES, BREAD
Telephone 248
Wholesale and Retail

tion a credit to the city.

Carrying one of the most extensive lines of Staple and Fancy

X

f

E. H. HURD, Proprietor.

ing a vant in the commercial world and making his institu-

I

In CIovis

X

CLOVIS BAKERY

fill-
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Thanksgiving Will Be Here In

By R. J. Kinzer, Secretary, American
Hereford Breeders' Association, in

In A Few Days

wit
n

(loud sturdy suits, and they will stand a lot
of hard wear, such as an active boy gives his
school clothes. A number of different fabrics
and patterns are made ip in new waist line
and belted models.

At $10 to $19
We can show you a splendid assortment in
sizes 6 to 18 years.

Corduroy Pants
For out and out. service wear, these pants
are the ideal thing, for they will stand a world
of roughing. We have a complete run of sizes.

Price $2.25 and $2.50
M

In all sizes, mixtures, plaids, etc. Full lined,
with or without ear muffs.

$1.00 to $2.00

Boys' Hats
Complete assortment of durable hats in
mixtures, tweeds and woolens.

65c to $2.00

75c to $1.75

Boys' Sweaters
all-wo-

ol

Two-ton- e

and mixtures, slipovers and coat
and solid colors. Price

$1.25 to $5.00

Men's Sweaters
We have a wonderful collection of sweaters
in coat style and Jersey. Wool, wool mixture
and cotton. All colors. Price

Heavy Overshirts

i

gun-meta-

Hoys shoes for school and dress wear that
give service and style. Try a pair of our Hoy
Hcout shoes in tan or black, English last,
blucher, wide toe or army lasts.
Men! You can still buy good shoes at moderate prices, made by some of the best shoe
manufacturers. Come in tan, mahogany,
or vici kid. Choice of anv last'. Price
$6.00 to $12.00

Our collection of winter underwear is complete. Cniou suits and separate garments in
cotton and wool. In separate garments we
are offering coll mi garments at85c to $1.25
Cotton union stiils
$2.00 to $2.75
Wool union suits
$5.00 to $5.50

to snuggle into. (Jood heavy weight outing
e
pajamas in
styles. Come in pretty
stripes. Priced at

all-wo-

ol

$4.00 to $6.00

.Kenda .Dry

52.50

and

03.00

Good heavy outing flannel night shirts, cut
full and long. Comes in stripes and solids.

Priced at

Produce

á

Bunion!

Try This FREE

FAIKY-FO-

K

WINTER UNDERWEAR

Clovis Cream &

IfActs Like Manic

al

two-piec-

For outdoor winter work. Warm, heavy
overshirts with collar attached. Comes in

CLOVIS

ft

,

M

,,

i Mr,

JJIlVMe

Warm Nightwear

$1.50 to $12.50

navy, brown, grey and tan. Qualities in
and wool mixtures. Price

R

Good quality, all black kid boot, leather
Louis heel
$7.60 and $10.00
Medium Heel Shoes for Street Wear
Brown and black, kid and calf leather, some
of these have the long slender vamp. Price
$6.00 to $12.50

SCHOOL DAYS
Are shoe days. Our Wed (loose .shoes are
the shoes for the little Miss or growing girl.
Shown in all desirable leathers, built on correctly modeled lasts. The prime effect of
their construction is genuine service and real
hard wear, yet to retain the youthful lines so
much desired. Will surely meet with the approval of mother and daughter. "
We are showing I led Ooose shoes in Hus-sia- n
l,
calf,
brown kid, glazed kid and
Patent leathers.

T

GROCERIES

$16.00

Two smart black kid hoots with turn sole,
wood Louis heel, long slender vamp, width
AAtoC. Price
$11.00 and $14.00

Handling

one-hal-

A beautiful two tone black patent vamp
with Beaver brown kid upper, turn sole, wood
Louis heel, button, long slender vamp. Price

gun-met-

In
styles.

g

MEN'S SHOES

The well known Buster Boy brand in
madras, percale and soisette. This is a dandy
blouse and you'll like it.

t

Our shoe department carries good shoes at
moderate prices. High heeled models for
dress A ury smart Heaver brown kid, with
turn soles, wood Louis heel and long slender
'
vamp. Priced at
$15.00

'4

Boys' Blouses

t

i!

CHILDREN'S SHOES

Boys' Caps

the "Breeders' Gazette."
Tho popularity of the Hereford has
been duo to its inherent
qualities and to the fact thut the ultimate uim of the Heref jrd breeder has
always bien to produce beef of the
highest quality in the quickest possi
ble time.
The Hereford has never
been effected by pedigree fancies,
color crazes, nor variations from the
ideal beef type which have characterized other breeds. The wonderful
constitution, great vitality, and rug'
ged health of the Hereford has efr
abled it to go on the bleak ranges and
survive under conditions that caused
others to perish. If the grasses were
short and scarce, the whitefacc cow
would be seen roaming over the hills
and prairies, searching everywhere
DOLLARS, NOT SHIRTS
for feed to support the lusty calf by
her side. She was putting dollars InA small boy was one uuy asked by
to the pocket of her owner by raising
the calf and putting meat on her a clergyman if he knew whut was
own back so that she was far better meant by energy and enterprise.
able to survive the winter than were
"No, air, den't think I do."
"Well, I'll tell you, my boy. One
the cows not blessed with white faces,
and the qualities which that birth- of the richest men in the world came
here without a shirt en his back, and
mark stand for.
now he hi. millions."
The uniformity, quality and
"Millions!" replied the boy, "How
percentage
of Hereford
steers have made Herefords papular many does he put on at a time."
with packers. The ability to survive
the extreme hardships of the rungo,
Now
and be ready for market in
f
the time previously considered noces
rary, have made the white face dearer
to the heart of the range cattlemen
than any other broed.
Its ability
ON THE SIDE
quickly and cheaply to put on satis
factory gains, its docile disposition,
and its freedom from disease have
established the Hereford's popularity
among steer feeders and cornbelt
I am not much for advertising but
farmers. What the Hereford has accomplished haa been through sheer I have always paid the top price for
merit and performance.
eggs, chickens, hides, and all kinds of
Last December at the international
live stock sh.iw in Chicago a carload produce. Now I am adding a fresh
of Hereford steers won the grand
championship over all breeds, the line of groceries which I will sell a
nignest nonor possible for carload ex-- ! little cheaper for spot cash,
nious at inni great exposition, which
is the greatest in the world. The part
of the stsry which is most inspiring!
to the Hereford man is the fact that
the steers were bred on a Texas ranch
and sired by purebred Hereford bulls
and out of cows graded up from native cattle through the continued use
of the same kind of sires. At the
1919 western nationnl stock sh:w in
O. M. Rac, Prop.
Denver the champion loads of breed- Phone 133
ing heifers, bulls, feeder lyul fat.
steers were Herefords, thus making
a clean sweep in competition with
Bye-By- e
other breeds of fceef cattle. During
1918 there were 1H2 public sales of
purebred Herefords, with a total of
1 1,504 lota
Yes. say good-by- e
passing through tho ring
to your
bunion.
No matter now
ot an average of $481, the sum of
painful nnd sore it may be
$5,575,818 representing the amount
FAIRY FOOT Inmml
of the business. There were 48 more
takes out all pain and inflammation and reduce the
public sales in 1918 than in 1917,
awclling.
Try this wonder,
with an increase in the number of
lul treutmcnt at our ex pense.
lots
sold
Intotal
of 2,440, and an
crease In the amount of sales of
E very user satisfied.
If the first
$1,082,395. This shows the strength
application of FAIRY FOOT doesn't
af the trade during the past year.
mm. rrtiirawh.t , it.rtund gat ymir moMf.
Kiu(rtfon i atauluuiy (usmnlnd. Do
Thousands of breeding cattle, both
not mini your rhaner to nrl rid id yimr huí.
m null? quickly and Minlrly.
grade and purebred, have been shipI i thr wrrrl, w auk fur II Uiday.
Wt
ped to other states, and to other marhive a r AUU rWT rUmdy (or .vw, fot
trouble.
kets during the last two years from
large areas of the southwest on acSouthwestern Drug Co.
count of the severe drouth which has
Clovis, N. M.
g

Ladies' Shoes

Boys Suits

prevailed. It will take great numbers
it cattle to restock these areas and
restore thcln to a sound producing
basis. Mexico also offers a large and
desirublo field once that it. Is safe for
American capital to be Invested there.
The trend of the demand for cattle
has been and is continuing for the
better grades. Breeders and ranchmen have observed that evon the
poorer class of bulls obtain wonderful
results when crossed with tho scrub
"orta, rd ihey hnve also preceived
that if p3or Herefords can accomplish so much, then tho better classes
of bulls have a wido field open for
conquest. Many herds have been
graded up through the use of better and better bulls each year; so
that in order to increase the quality
of the herds and even to maintain
their present quality the bull must
be the best type obtainb'í.
In view of past performances and
the present outlook, nine other than
a confirmed pessimist can tee anybright and rosy future
thing but
for Hereford breeders and rangemen
)
who run while face herds.
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We buy your produce at the highest market
price
and will absolutely sell you your groceries at a figure
that will save you money. This is not idle talk-- we
can do it, simply because we sell for cash..
When
you come to town with a load of wheat, let us load
you out with a fall bill of groceries.
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